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10 Swords & The Moon       
Cast: Martina Laird, Seth Somers, Bridgitta Roy, Hannah Morley 
Genre: Female director 
Director:  Fenella Greenfield 
Status:  Completed 

TShopfloor Films 
Fenella Greenfield +44 7515 381 586 

fenella@shopfloorfilms.com 
  

Synopsis: When Kal meets Molly it feels like love at first sight. Until he suspects it’s not love that’s binding them, it’s grief. Acclaimed artist Sukhminder Kaur hires Kal 
to write the catalogue copy for her new exhibition. She likes his cynicism and admires his meticulous and dispassionate style.  She’s photographing herself in tableaux recreating 
the Tarot’s darkest cards. Death. The Hanged Man. The Devil. The Tower.As Kal is sucked into Molly’s plight he starts to unravel and believe someone or something is scripting 
his life. 
 

1242: Gateway To The West       
Cast: Ray Stevenson, Eric  Roberts, Michael Ironside, David  Schofield,  Neil  Stuke, 

Genevieve  Florence, Bold  Choimbol 
Genre: Historical 
Director:  Péter  Soós 
Status:  Post-Production 

TGalloping Entertainment 
Carlos Alperin +61 41 44 47 743 

carlos@gallopingentertainment.com 
Market Office: Palais - 21.07 

  

Synopsis: When the Kingdom of Hungary’s army was annihilated by the Mongols at the battle of Mohi, only the castle of Esztergom stood in their way to invade 
Europe. Batu, the grandson of Genghis Khan, reaches the walls of Esztergom with his invincible army. The castle’s defenders led by Eusebius, the canon of Esztergom, and a 
Spanish mercenary, captain Simon, are preparing for the final battle. The arrival of the papal legate, Cardinal Cesareani, the Mongol Lunar New Year’s celebration and the 
mystical approach of Eusebius, offer the defenders a small glimmer of hope. 
 

A.P. Giannini - Bank To The Future       
Cast: Giorgio Cantarini 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Valentina Signorelli 
Status:  Post-Production 

TCalifornia Pictures 
Monique R. White +1 323 891 4269 

monique@californiapicturesinc.com 
Market Office: Riviera  E12 

  

Synopsis: What does Walt Disney, the Golden Gate Bridge and the Marshall Plan have in common? All of them were touched by one of the most important Italian 
immigrants in American history: Amadeo Peter "AP" Giannini (Narrated by Giorgio Cantarini, Academy Award-winning movie "Life Is Beautiful"), who came to San Francisco and 
founded the iconic Bank of America, a revolutionary financier who believed in social mobility and the birth of Hollywood...before anyone else. 
AP Giannini's legacy spanned from the Gold Rush to the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, diving into the Great Depression and World War II. Come and discover this exciting real 
life story and how he made millions of Americans dreams come true and his own. 
 

Adrenaline       
Cast: Louis Mandylor, Costas Mandylor, Constance Payne 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Massimiliano Cerchi 
Status:  Completed 

TBD Films 
Eric Berstein +1 323 654 4000 

wsanchez@bdfilms.net 
Market Office: Riviera C10 

  

Synopsis: A female FBI agent holidaying in Eastern Europe with her family gets her life turned upside down when her daughter is kidnapped. She has to team up with a 
criminal on the run to save her daughter before time runs out. 
 

Afghanistan       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  James Glancy 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache +44 20 7494 8300 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent C, 1 fl 

  

Synopsis: Director James Glancy, a former British Royal Marine commando who was decorated for his actions in combat, returns to Afghanistan with a handpicked 
team to help him answer the question that has haunted him for ten years. Was it worth it? Dramatically, mid-way through filming, President Joe Biden announces that the US 
will be pulling troops out by 9/11, starting a Taliban offensive that leads to the dramatic fall of the Afghanistan Government, amidst chaotic evacuation scenes in Kabul, as 
American forces withdraw. 
 

Alien Invasion       
Cast: Amber Doig Thorne, Sarah T Cohen, Bao Tieu , May Kelly, Benjamin Colbourne, 

Leah Glated, Richard Kovacs, Matthew Baunsgard 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Fred Searle 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks / New Era 
Matteo Rolleri +44 7731 386 063 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Riviera  F12 

  

Synopsis: A group of friends discover a large egg nesting in their neighbour’s lab. When the egg hatches, they encounter an unwelcome predator from space and must 
attempt a harrowing escape, as they battle to stop the alien reaching civilization. 
 
 

American Star       
Cast: Ian McShane, Nora Arnezeder, Adam Nagaitis, Fanny Ardant, Thomas 

Kretschmann 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Gonzalo López-Gallego 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill +44 20 7478 7612 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: 9 rue des États-Unis 

  

Synopsis: An assassin on final assignment arrives in Fuerteventura to kill a man he has never met. But the target is delayed. Instead of following protocol he stays, 
drawn to the island, the people and a ghostly shipwreck. When the target returns, the world has shifted. Before everything was simple, now nothing is. 
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Amityville Witches       
Cast: Kira Reed, Donna Spangler, Sarah Cohen, Brittan Taylor, Amanda-Jade Tyler, Nicola 

Wright, Georgina Jane 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Rebecca Matthews 
Status:  Completed 

TITN Distribution 
Stuart Alson +1 702 882 6926 

stuart@itnfilms.com 
  

Synopsis: Jessica accepts an invitation to study at the private and exclusive Amityville Academy. After her induction, she realizes that it's a coven of evil witches trying 
to summon and unleash the demon Botis into the world. 
 

An Ideal Wife       
Cast: Emilia Clarke 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Sophie Hyde 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TEmbankment Films 
Maite Villarino Vicente +44 20 7183 4739 

mv@embankmentfilms.com 
Market Office: 29 rue Commandant André, 4 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Follows the life of Irish children's author Constance Lloyd, wife of Oscar Wilde, exploring the sexual awakening she experienced when she discovered that 
Wilde was homosexual. 
 

Animal Within       
Cast: Anthony Boyle , Gaïa Weiss 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Agnieszka Lukasiak 
Status:  Completed 

THouse Of Film 
Ava B +1 310 777 0237 
info@houseoffilm.net 

Market Office: Palais - 21.01 
  

Synopsis: This suspenseful filmic journey illustrates the claustrophobic surveillance reality we all live in where all is seen and recorded. Where we spy on each other, 
just to be spied on by others. 
 

Another Day To Live Through       
Cast: Lene Kqiku, Timo Torikka, Vincent Willestrand 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Peter Simmons 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494 

gary.phillips@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: Members' Club @ Long Beach 

  

Synopsis: A nameless young woman lives a strangely repetitive life in a remote cottage, yet something is clearly very wrong. She’s plagued with visions of phantoms 
and fragments of memories of another life. 
The same woman, somehow different, the same house but not, is no longer alone. After an apparent accident, a stranger appears and cares for her and is trapped with her in the 
time loop. However, when his real intentions surface, she flees into the wilderness and a game of cat and mouse ensues. This life and death struggle continues in the forest as 
the hunter becomes the hunted. But, who will win? 
 

Apteros       
Cast: Kaya Scodelario, Ben Hardy, Lance Reddick 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Edward Anderson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 20 7257 8734 
assistant@independent-ent.com 

Market Office: 55 bd Croisette, 4 fl. 
  

Synopsis: The first manned mission to Mars is returning to earth with a life-changing discovery. But when a deadly virus breaks out on the ship, it turns the crew 
against each other and puts life on earth in jeopardy, in this chilling, contained sci-fi thriller. 
 

Assailant       
Cast: Casper Van Dien, Chad Michael Collins, Poppy Delevingne, Jeff Fahey 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Tom Paton 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media Int'l 
Philippe Martinez +1 727 232 9595 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Grand - Dauphin 2 fl, Apt E 

  

Synopsis: A couple going through marriage counselling decide to head to the Caribbean on a “make or break them” sailing holiday to heal wounds. But when the 
husband gets into a local bar fight the night before they trek over a coastal trail on a neighbouring island, the duo find themselves relentlessly pursued across the difficult terrain 
by his opponent, who is hellbent on killing them. Exhausted and pushed to their limits, the couple must learn to once again work together if they have any hope of surviving the 
day. 
 

Bad Blood       
Cast: Laura Montgomery Bennett, Lennon Leckey, Natasha Naomi Rea 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Eric Steele 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks / New Era 
Matteo Rolleri +44 7731 386 063 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Riviera  F12 

  

Synopsis: A social worker takes a withdrawn homeless boy into her care, not suspecting that he is a vampire. As she she gets closer to him, his thirst for human blood 
increases and to protect him, she must help lure his next kill to satisfy his cravings. 
 

Ballywalter       
Cast: Patrick Kielty, Seána Kerslake 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Prasanna Puwanarajah 
Status:  Completed 

TBankside Films 
Mayara Del Bem +44 7898 684 850 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Ballywalter is a life-affirming story about the unexpected connections that can change the course of our lives. 
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Beneath The Surface       
Cast: Georgie Banks, Nicola Wright, Stephanie Lodge, Beatrice Fletcher , Annie Knox 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Rebecca Matthews 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks / New Era 
Matteo Rolleri +44 7731 386 063 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Riviera  F12 

  

Synopsis: A young woman survives a great white shark attack, whilst on a family boating vacation, however soon realizes the nightmare is far from over. Those around 
her can not be trusted, and she must face her demons, if she is to step back in the water. 
 

A Bird Flew In       
Cast: Sir Derek Jacobi, Jeff Fahey, Sadie Frost, Camilla Rutherford 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Kirsty Bell 
Status:  Completed 

TStudio Soho Int'l 
Violette Martin 

info@studiosohointernational.com 
Market Office: Int'l Village, Pantiero #208 

  

Synopsis: When the COVID 19 lockdown is announced, the entire cast and crew of a feature film are ripped from the heart of their film family and sent home – alone. 
They are actors with no audience, Production crew with no set and Directors with no script. Couples fall apart, others come together and some find they are simply alone… 
A feature film composed of seven interlinked narratives, A Bird Flew In follows and examines what happens when we are freed from external distractions and forced to find a 
meaning in our loves and lives. 
 

Bite       
Cast: Shian Denovan, Nansi Nsue, Annabelle Lanyon, 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  James Owen 
Status:  Completed 

THewes Pictures 
Princeton Holt +1  646 867 3547 
worldsales@hewespictures.com 

Market Office: Palais - 19.20 
  

Synopsis: Pursued by a dangerous criminal after a failed theft, con artists Nina and Yaz get more than they bargained for when they target a seemingly innocent 
elderly widow. 
 

Black Dog       
Cast: Jamie Flatters, Keenan Munn-Francis 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  George Jaques 
Status:  Post-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 20 7257 8734 
assistant@independent-ent.com 

Market Office: 55 bd Croisette, 4 fl. 
  

Synopsis: Two teenagers from London take an unexpected road trip North as each of them tries to understand how loss and grief have shaped their young minds. A 
highly personal road movie about grief, love, sexuality and friendship. 
 

Blank       
Cast: Heida Reed, Rachel Shelley, Wayne Brady 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Natalie Kennedy 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Seekers 
Ethan Cross +33 6 8228 1430 

sales@film-seekers.com 
Market Office: Grand - Flamant, 8th fl. 

  

Synopsis: Set in the near future, Blank delivers a unique and unsettling portrait of a successful writer wrestling with writer’s block and her buried past while being held 
hostage by a corrupted A.I. system. Expertly blending tension and psychological drama, the film explores a number of contemporary issues surrounding the influence of 
developing technology, such as Artificial Intelligence and our increased reliance upon it, as we become more and more hooked into the digital world. 
 

Bobi Wine: The People's President       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Christopher Sharp 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Cleo Veger +44 20 7253 6244 

sales@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: Riviera H4 

  

Synopsis: This gripping documentary charts the rise of the pop star-turned-politician seeking to end Uganda’s brutal dictatorship. 
 

Bonus Track       
Cast: Jack Davenport, Alison Alison Sudol, Susan Wokoma, Ray Panthaki, Josh O'Connor, 

Joe Anders, Samuel Small 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Julia Jackman 
Status:  Production 

TBankside Films 
Mayara Del Bem +44 7898 684 850 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: It’s 2006, and George - a small-town sixteen-year old - is on the road to complete social and academic failure. He dreams of being a star, knows he’s a gifted 
musician - but no one else seems to agree... So, when Max - the son of a mega-famous musical duo enrols at his school and takes an interest in his music, George can’t believe it! 
Neither can anyone else. But as the boys grow closer, George begins to question why he actually wants to spend time with Max, finding himself faced with a dream come true 
scenario... if only he knew what his dream come true really is. 
 

Born To Be Great: Alexander Of Macedonia       
Cast: Sam Heughan, Lauren Cohan 
Genre: Fantasy 
Director:  Jalal Merhi 
Status:  Completed 

TAccess Entertainment 
Ken Dubow +1 818 528 3202 

ken@access-ent.com 
  

Synopsis: Alexander The Great's early life while still at school under the tutelage of the great philosopher Aristotle but old enough to engage in battle demonstrating 
leadership standing out above the rest. 
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Boudica       
Cast:  
Olga Kurylenko, Clive Standen, Nick Moran 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Jesse Johnson 
Status:  Completed 

TBleiberg Entertainment 
Nicholas Bennett +1 310 273 0003 

sales@bleibergent.com 
Market Office: Riviera  G1 

  

Synopsis: The eponymous Celtic warrior who rules the Iceni people alongside her husband Prasutagus. The King dies at the hands of Roman soldiers, leaving Boudica's 
kingdom without a male heir and the Romans seize her land and property. 
 

The Boy At The Back Of The Class       
Genre: Children's 
Director:  Stephen Herek 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache +44 20 7494 8300 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent C, 1 fl 

  

Synopsis: Friendship knows no borders in this story full of hope, compassion, and adventure When a mysterious new boy called Ahmet joins nine year old Alexa’s 
school, Alexa and her group of classmates befriend him. As Alexa learns that Ahmet is a refugee, separated from his family, she and her friends will do anything they can to help. 
With the grown-ups out of the way, the school friends come up with a daring plan to reunite Ahmet with his family – the start of an extraordinary adventure which will take 
them all the way to Buckingham Palace… 
 

The Bystanders       
Cast: Scott Haran, Seann Walsh, Marek Larwood, Frank Harper, Emily Wyatt, Lucy 

Pinder 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Gabriel Foster Prior 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound Int'l Pictures 
Martin Glew +44 1455 558 160 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Riviera E4 

  

Synopsis: ‘The Bystanders’ are chosen to be guardian angels who watch over their chosen human subject and intervene in (or interfere with) their lives. Not every 
Bystander likes their job or subject though! 
 

The Canterville Ghost       
Cast: Stephen Fry, Hugh Laurie, Freddie Highmore, Imelda Staunton, Miranda Hart, Toby 

Jones 
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Kim Burdon 
Status:  Production 

TCMG - Cinema Management Grp 
Florencia Gasparini Rey +1 310 300 9959 

info@cinemamanagementgroup.com 
Market Office: Riviera  J4 

  

Synopsis: For 300 years, Sir Simon Canterville has been haunting his ancestral home, Canterville Chase, and loving it! But everything changes when an American family 
buys the estate and moves in. The family is unimpressed with Sir Simon’s ghostly antics and does not find him scary at all… they actually find him to be a bit of a nuisance. It is 
not long before the family’s young twin boys are scaring him out of his wits, chasing him through the corridors of Canterville, exhausting and weakening his spirit. Sir Simon 
becomes discouraged and crestfallen from the boys’ pranks, but becomes hopeful when accompanied by the family’s teenage daughter to embark on the journey to find what 
caused his 300 year-old curse. Sir Simon travels with Virigina through his past and into a magical garden where he comes face-to-face with his nemesis, the Grim Reaper, who 
challenges him to Sir Simon in a duel to release him from the curse. But if Sir Simon loses, he and Virigina will be trapped in the garden for all eternity. The Canterville Ghost is a 
warm-hearted adaptation of the literary classic tale, a love-story and a comedy with a spooky edge, a “very animated Oscar Wilde”. 
 

Christmas In The Caribbean       
Cast: Elizabeth Hurley, Caroline Quentin, Nathalie Cox, Edoardo Costa, Hadar Cats, Julie 

Brown, Rafael Martinez 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Philippe Martinez 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media Int'l 
Philippe Martinez +1 727 232 9595 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Grand - Dauphin 2 fl, Apt E 

  

Synopsis: Hopeless romantic Rachel’s wedding dreams poof into the crisp, late-December air when she catches her groom high-tailing it out of the church minutes 
before they say “I do.” His fumbling excuses earn him a strong right hook to the chin, with Rachel left in a puddle of tears and bridal taffeta. Her two bridesmaids, Amanda and 
Rebecca, drunkenly decide not to let her perfectly good Christmas in the Caribbean honeymoon go to waste. The ladies jet off to the islands, ready to relax and recuperate in the 
sun and sea. Their very first evening meal brings handsome restaurateur and widower Allesandro to their table, and sparks begin to fly between him and Rachel. Her friends try 
to get them together while his daughter tries to keep them apart. The couple explore the island together and begin to fall in love, sailing, dining and exploring Caribbean culture. 
Christmas is coming and Rachel has to decide if she follows her heart and joins the family she has always wanted or heads home to England. Will she open her heart to the spirit 
of Christmas? 
 

Chuck Chuck Baby       
Cast: Louise Brealey, Annabel Scholey, Sorcha Cusack, Celyn Jones, Emily Fairn 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Janis Pugh 
Status:  Post-Production 

TThe Yellow Affair 
Steven Bestwick +35 85 0360 0350 

contact@yellowaffair.com 
Market Office: Riviera D8 

  

Synopsis: A film of love, loss and music set amongst the falling feathers of a chicken factory.  Present day, industrial North Wales. Helen, late 30’s, spends her nights 
packing chickens and her days caring for dying mother-figure Gwen.  
Helen’s mundane world takes a surprising turn with Joanne’s return; they were the objects of the other’s secret teenage passions. Encouraged by Helen, Joanne starts a playful 
wooing game. As they fall in love, Helen’s zest for life returns but Joanne feels the walls close in as she faces something darker from her past. 
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The Climb       
Cast: Cara Delevigne, Hero Fiennes Tiffin, Hannah John-Kamen. English 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Hayley Easton Street 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TBeta Cinema 
Tassio Hallbauer +49 89 67 34 69 828 

beta@betacinema.com 
Market Office: Grand Mondrian - le Goeland 

  

Synopsis: The world watches in awe as six ordinary women do something extraordinary, in what was to become one of the most daring and inspiring illegal climbs in 
modern history: to the top of London's iconic Shard. The biggest challenge any of them will ever face, changing each of them, and the world, forever. Part thriller, part heist - all 
heart 
 

Club Zero       
Cast: Mia Wasikowska, Sidse Babett Knudsen, Mathieu Demy, Elsa Zylberstein 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jessica Hausner 
Status:  Completed 

TCoproduction Office 
Maya Barenstein +33 1 56 02 60 00 

sales@coproductionoffice.eu 
Market Office: Riviera  L3 

  

Synopsis: Miss Novak joins the staff of an international boarding school to teach a conscious eating class. She instructs that eating less is healthy. The other teachers 
are slow to notice what is happening and by the time the distracted parents begin to realise, Club Zero has become a reality. 
 

Cold Cross       
Cast: Jacob Stieneker, Bobby Christman, Michaela Semak 
Genre: Western 
Director:  Dylan Query 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound Int'l Pictures 
Martin Glew +44 1455 558 160 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Riviera E4 

  

Synopsis: Cold Cross follows young outlaw William McCarthy, who viciously hunts down those who betrayed him and his family. Unbeknownst to him, he too is 
hunted for previous transgressions. All too late, he learns a terrible truth; an eye for an eye will make the world go blind 
 

Cold Meat       
Cast: Allen Leech, Nina Bergman, Yan Tual 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Sebastien Drouin 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWTFilms 
Morgane Rouault +33 1 42 61 09 83 

sales@wtfilms.fr 
Market Office: 3/4 bd Croisette, First Croisette 

  

Synopsis: David Petersen is passing through the Colorado Rockies. After saving a young diner waitress from her violent ex-husband during a break from driving, he hits 
the road again alone through a dangerous snow blizzard. One false move behind the wheel has him waking up inside a ravine – in the eye of the storm. But the cold is the least of 
his worries when a beast starts prowling outside. How will he survive? 
 

A Compassionate Spy       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Steve James 
Status:  Completed 

TAutlook Filmsales 
Salma Abdalla +43 670 208 7881 

welcome@autlookfilms.com 
Market Office: Riviera  L4 

  

Synopsis: A brilliant nuclear physicist, a passionate leftist, and the explosive secret they kept over a remarkable 52-year marriage. 
 
 

Coup De Chance       
Cast: Valérie Lemercier, Melvil Poupaud, Lou De Lâage 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Woody Allen 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache +44 20 7494 8300 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent C, 1 fl 

  

Synopsis: Woody Allen’s new film - his 50th and his first French foreign language project - is a dark, romantic thriller along the lines of Match Point. It stars Lou De 
Laâge, Valerie Lemercier, Melvil Poupaud and Niels Schneider. The film also re-unites Allen for the 5th time with acclaimed cinematographer Vittorio Storaro. 
 

The Crown Jewels       
Genre: Action-adventure, comedy 
Director:  Craig Roberts 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TCircus Studios 
Mac Harwood +44 7920 047 227 

mharwood@circusstudios.com 
  

Synopsis:  
 

Daddy's Head       
Cast: Julia Brown, Rupert Turnbull 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Benjamin Barfoot 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAMP Int'l 
Nina Kolokouri +44 7929 448 361 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: Grand - Bengali, 4 fl 

  

Synopsis: A boy and his recently widowed step mother find themselves in fear for their lives after they are visited by a disturbing creature that appears as a grotesque 
and horrifying version of the boy’s recently deceased father. 
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Dalíland       
Cast: Ben Kingsley, Ezra Miller, Barbara Sukowa, Suki Waterhouse, Christopher Briney, 

Rupert Graves, Andreja Pejic 
Genre: Female director 
Director:  Mary Harron 
Status:  Completed 

TBankside Films 
Mayara Del Bem +44 7898 684 850 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: In 1973, a young gallery assistant goes on a wild adventure behind the scenes as he helps the aging genius Salvador Dali prepare for a big show in New York. 
 
 

Damaged       
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Howard J Ford 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Film Sales 
Yi Hu +44 20 7186 6300 

yi@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Palais D’Orsay, 7 fl. 

  

Synopsis: A family of four head off in a borrowed motorhome to spend some time together following the Dad's recent discharge from the armed forces.  When they 
stop for some gas they attract the attention of an intimidating group of bikers - the leader of which takes a particular shine to the teenage daughter. 
The gang decide to prey on the family and force them off the road, causing them to crash down a hill, somersaulting over & over before landing on their roof perilously close to 
the edge of a quarry. Battered, bruised and disorientated, they're now hidden out of sight to all but the gang who descend upon them like a flock of vultures.  There's nothing 
left for the family to do but barricade themselves in the vehicle and arm themselves with whatever makeshift weapons they can find.  They're not going to give up without a 
fight. 
 

Dance First       
Cast: Gabriel Byrne, Aidan Gillen, Olivia Williams, Fionn O’Shea, Sandrine Bonnaire, 

Grainne Good 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  James Marsh 
Status:  Post-Production 

TFilm Constellation 
Chloe Tai +44 7900 992 088 

office@filmconstellation.com 
Market Office: 9 Rdpt Duboys d'Angers Ent 5 / 6 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Parisian bon vivant, WWII Resistance fighter, Nobel Prize-winning playwright and self-proclaimed recluse; literary genius Samuel Beckett lived a life of many 
parts. Revisiting the main characters of his life, DANCE FIRST takes us on a rich and intimate journey of Paris through the decades. 
 

DarkGame       
Cast: Ed Westwick 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Howard J Ford 
Status:  Post-Production 

TGFM Film Sales 
Yi Hu +44 20 7186 6300 

yi@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Palais D’Orsay, 7 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Six innocent victims have been kidnapped and held captive, forced to play out a deadly reality game show on the dark web for the entertainment of the 
criminal underworld who gamble on the results. It’s not long before viewers worldwide find themselves hooked on this macabre game of life & death.  All of which delights the 
presenter of the game, a flamboyant psychopath hungry for the fame & attention. 
Portland PD Detective, Ben Jacobs (Ed Westwick), heads up the task force assigned to the case.  Events escalate as more & more people tune in on social media, and the stakes 
are raised even higher.  Jacobs and his team find themselves in a race against time to save the captives. 
 

Deep Fear       
Cast: Madalina Ghenea, Ed Westwick 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Marcus Adams 
Status:  Completed 

TBrilliant Pictures 
Sean O'Kelly +46 763 468 513 

info@brilliant.pictures 
  

Synopsis: Set in the Caribbean, Deep Fear is an intense and visceral survival thriller with furious action throughout. Madalina Ghenea stars as Naomi, an accomplished 
round-the-world yachtswoman, who sets out on a solo trip to meet her boyfriend, Jackson - played by Ed Westwick - in Grenada. Her tranquil three-day sail aboard 47-foot yacht 
‘The Serenity’ takes an unexpectedly dark turn when a storm forces her off the plotted course.   
Circumnavigating an uninhabited reef-fringed island, she responds to a distress signal to aid a sinking vessel where she finds three survivors clinging to the shattered remains of a 
boat. Events soon take a malevolent twist when it transpires the survivors are drug traffickers, who force Naomi to dive down into the hull of the sunken wreck to retrieve 850 
kilos of cocaine. The plan is thwarted when Naomi finds herself surrounded by a frenzy of man-eating great white sharks – lured by the dead bodies in the wreck. In a tense and 
deadly undersea battle, Naomi must use her wits, skills and determination to survive.  
 
 

Desperate Housewife       
Cast: Danielle Scott, Mark Sears, Chrissie Wunna 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Ntiarna Xavier Knight 
Status:  Completed 

TMultivisionnaire Pictures 
Sean Haley +1 626 737 8357 

intlsales@multivisionnaire.com 
Market Office: Riviera  F6 

  

Synopsis: Looking to revive her marriage, Summer, a bored housewife, convinces her husband to go with her to a swingers’ retreat to explore her fantasy with her 
husband and other attractive couples. What starts as an exciting way to rekindle their passion and try out wild new things soon turns into their worst nightmare as jealousy and 
dark secrets emerge -- as Summer desperately needs to find a way to escape her new lover. 
 

The Dinosaur Hotel       
Cast: Chrissie Wunna, Stephen Staley, Aimiee Marie Higham 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Jack Mundy 
Status:  Completed 

TITN Distribution 
Stuart Alson +1 702 882 6926 

stuart@itnfilms.com 
  

Synopsis: Sienna is desperate to win a large cash prize in a secret underground game show. However, Dinosaur's begin to hunt her down for the entertainment of the 
rich and wealthy. Can she be the last to survive the horrific night to win the prize? 
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Doctor Jekyll       
Cast: Eddie Izzard, Scott Chambers, Lindsay Duncan 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Joe Stephenson 
Status:  Completed 

TMetro Int'l Entertainment 
Michael Yates +44 20 7396 5301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Grand, Eider Penthouse, 7 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Dr. Nina Jekyll pushed the glass ceiling of the pharmaceutical industry to its limits, rubbing shoulders with the elite, becoming a household name and making 
herself a fortune. But her success came at a cost, and after scandal forced her out of the spotlight she now lives in seclusion with her demons. 
In need of an assistant, Jekyll hires ex-con Rob, straight out of rehab and trying to get back on his feet. It soon becomes clear that there are evil forces at play and Rob’s wits are 
tested in a game of cat and mouse with the Devil in all its forms. 
 

Donna       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Jay Bedwani 
Status:  Completed 

TWide 
Marco Urizzi +33 1 53 95 04 64 

mu@eyeonfilms.org 
Market Office: Riviera GO 

  

Synopsis: Feature documentary following the travels of Donna, a late-blooming performer, who hits the dusty Californian highways intent on reconciling with her 
elderly brothers and sisters. 
 

Dragon Fury       
Cast: Nicola Wright, Chelsea Greenwood, Sofia Lacey 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Scott Jeffrey 
Status:  Completed 

TITN Distribution 
Stuart Alson +1 702 882 6926 

stuart@itnfilms.com 
  

Synopsis: Ness, a retired soldier, is recruited along with her colleagues to hunt down a beast lurking in the mountains of Wales. Soon, the soldiers learn the beast is 
that of a dragon, and they will need far more then the guns to protect themselves as they begin to be hunted down one by one by the ultimate predator. 
 

The Dragon Princess       
Cast: Brian McCardie, Noa Nikita Bleeker, Dita Tantang, Steven Meo, Myanna Buring 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Richard Foster 
Status:  Completed 

T101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan Burke +353 87 251 7136 

sales@101-films.com 
Market Office: Riviera L10 

  

Synopsis: Mia, a plucky barmaid, has her life thrown into chaos when a mysterious woman turns up at her workplace, on the run from a group of violent thugs and 
unable to speak English. 
Marshanda - a legendary female Pirate warrior - is transported from ancient China onto the streets of modern London.Unable to speak English, she runs into Mia, a cautious 
barmaid, who feels compelled to help her. Marshanda’s clearly on the run – from someone or something - but struggles to share her story. It isn’t long before a group of thugs, 
led by an eerily polite boss, Walsh, arrives at the bar. They want Marshanda and Walsh will use any means to get her. However, he’s underestimated his opponent. 
In a torrent of heart stopping action, we’re taken deep within a network of secret tunnels under the streets of London and into a world of folklore, villainy and martial arts. 
 

The Drovers       
Genre: Comedy, Drama 
Director:  Meg Leonard, Nick Moorcroft 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TCircus Studios 
Mac Harwood +44 7920 047 227 

mharwood@circusstudios.com 
  

Synopsis:  
 

The Effects Of Lying       
Cast: Ace Bhatti, Navin Chowdhry, Laila Rouass 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Isher Sahota 
Status:  Completed 

TMind The Gap Prods. 
Giulia Prenna +1 323 327 5420 

gp@mindthegapproductions. com 
Market Office: 35 bd Croisette, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: A dutiful husband and loving fathers' life falls apart when decades of festering secrets are exposed and he's forced to face up to himself. 
 

Emily       
Cast: Emma Mackey, Emily Beecham, Joe Alwyn, Fionn Whitehead 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Frances O'Connor 
Status:  Completed 

TEmbankment Films 
Maite Villarino Vicente +44 20 7183 4739 

mv@embankmentfilms.com 
Market Office: 29 rue Commandant André, 4 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Emily (Emma Mackey) wears a mask. The world tells her she must be quiet, obedient, dutiful. She certainly must neither speak her mind nor share her 
thoughts, feelings, and dreams. Emily though, is wildly alive. She rages with emotion, has a voice yearning to be heard, and her mind is overwhelmed by imagination. She has no 
interest in staying silent and doing what others want. And Emily is about to show you why. 
Debut filmmaker Frances O’Connor finds her own voice, immersing you in Emily Brontë’s hidden world: Emily is a rebel and misfit, a young woman daring to form herself, to 
embrace her true nature…to hell with the consequences. 
We share the innermost relationships that inspired Emily. They are revelations of untold truths – her raw, passionate sisterhood for Charlotte (Emily Beecham) and Anne; her 
first aching, forbidden love for Weightman (Joe Alwyn) and her care for her maverick brother (Fionn Whitehead) whom she idolises. Who was this young woman whose heart 
burned with such love and life, and who wrote literature’s timeless and searing masterpiece, Wuthering Heights? 
EMILY shouts directly to women today: not to hide behind a mask, but to challenge themselves – find their authentic voice, seize humanity, and unleash their own potential. 
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The End We Start From       
Cast: Jodie Comer, Katherine Waterston, Benedict Cumberbatch 
 
Genre: Drama, Environmental 
Director:  Mahalia Belo 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAnton Corp 
Louis Balsan +44 20 7016 3355 

info@antoncorp.com 
Market Office: 25 la Croisette 

  

Synopsis: A woman who along with her newborn try to find their way home as environmental crisis that submerges London in flood waters and sees a young family 
torn apart in the chaos. 
 

Escape       
Cast: Sarah Alexander, Sean Cronin, Angela Dixon, Megan Lockhurst 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Howard J Ford 
Status:  Post-Production 

TGFM Film Sales 
Yi Hu +44 20 7186 6300 

yi@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Palais D’Orsay, 7 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Ten sex trafficked young women are taken from an island resort by a violent criminal gang for shipping to an overseas client. A young nurse and feisty dancer 
hatch an escape-plan, finding themselves in the desert fighting for survival against ruthless traffickers. 
 

Evie       
Cast: Holli Dempsey , Jay Taylor, Michael Smiley, Liam McMahon, Joanne Mitchell, 

Honey Lundy 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Dominic Brunt 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks / New Era 
Matteo Rolleri +44 7731 386 063 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Riviera  F12 

  

Synopsis: When young girl Evie finds a cursed necklace washed up at the seaside, she doesn't realize the evil presence connected to it. As the necklace's power takes 
hold of her, she unleashes a deadly water demon that wants to claim her. 
 

Falling Into Place       
Cast: Aylin Tezel, Chris Fulton, Alexandra Dowling, Rory Fleck Byrne 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Aylin Tezel 
Status:  Completed 

TGlobal Screen 
Lucrecia Magnanini +49 89 24 41 29 55 00 

info@globalscreen.de 
Market Office: 42/43 bd Croisette 

  

Synopsis: Kira and Ian, two 30-somethings, meet all too briefly over a winter weekend on the Isle of Skye and form a sudden, deep, and surprising bond. Back in 
London, they try to move on with their separate lives - but both have to stop running from themselves before they are ready to truly meet. 
 

Femme       
Cast: George Mackay, Nathan Stewart-Jarrett 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Sam H. Freeman 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAnton Corp 
Louis Balsan +44 20 7016 3355 

info@antoncorp.com 
Market Office: 25 la Croisette 

  

Synopsis: Femme is a political and emotional film: it wears the costume of a commercial crime thriller to explore a world not exposed before. 
 

Firebrand       
Cast: Jude Law, Alicia Vikander, Eddie Marsan, Sam Riley 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Karim Aïnouz 
Status:  Completed 

TFilmnation Ent. 
Rob Carney +1 917 484 8900 

nyoffice@filmnation.com 
  

Synopsis: In blood-soaked Tudor England, Katherine Parr, the sixth and last wife of King Henry VIII, is named Regent while tyrant Henry is fighting overseas. Katherine 
has done everything she can to push for a new future based on her radical Protestant beliefs. When an increasingly ailing and paranoid King returns, he turns his fury on the 
radicals, charging Katherine's childhood friend with treason and burns her at the stake. Horrified and grieving, but forced to deny it, Katherine finds herself fighting for her own 
survival. Conspiracy reverberates through the palace. Everyone holds their breath - for the queen to slip up, for Henry to take her head like wives before. With the hope for a 
future free of tyranny at risk, will Katherine submit to the inevitable for the sake of King and country? 
 

Fortunes Of War       
Cast: James Oliver Wheatley, Sophie Craig 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Bill Thomas 
Status:  Post-Production 

T101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan Burke +353 87 251 7136 

sales@101-films.com 
Market Office: Riviera L10 

  

Synopsis: When a covert raid in Normandy goes wrong, - an ambush on a road in a forest - a small team of British commandos are cut off from their comrades. 
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Four Letters Of Love       
Cast: Pierce Brosnan, Helena Bonham Carter, Gabriel Byrne, Ann Skelly, Fionn O’Shea 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Polly Steele 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TCornerstone Films 
Joanne Michael +44 20 3457 7257 

jm@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: 54-55 bd Croisette 

  

Synopsis: Nicholas (O’Shea) and Isabel (Skelly) are made for each other, but fate does not always choose the easiest path to true love. As destiny pulls them together, 
so do family, passion, and faith drive them apart. Nicholas’ father, William (Brosnan), comes home one day to shatter his family’s quiet, modest life. He tells them that in a 
moment of divine intervention, God has instructed him to dedicate his life to painting. He quits his job and sets off for the coast, leaving his shellshocked wife and son to fend for 
themselves. Meanwhile Isabel and her family live a charmed existence on a nearby small neighbouring island, their house full of music and poetry. When tragedy strikes and her 
brother suffers a terrible accident, the music stops, and Isabel’s parents (Bonham Carter, Byrne) decide in their grief to send Isabel to a convent school on the mainland. 
The young lovers embark on their own individual journeys of heartache and misplaced love, before fate contrives to pull the threads off their lives together. When they meet, it 
will be like a miracle. 
 

Frankenstein: Legacy       
Cast: Juliet Aubrey, Michelle Ryan, Philip Martin Brown, Matt Barber 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Paul Dudbridge 
Status:  Completed 

T101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan Burke +353 87 251 7136 

sales@101-films.com 
Market Office: Riviera L10 

  

Synopsis: England, 1875. A century after Victor Frankenstein's doomed experiment, his journals have traded hands for decades. 
 

Freud's Last Session       
Cast: Anthony Hopkins 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Matthew Brown 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache +44 20 7494 8300 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent C, 1 fl 

  

Synopsis: On the eve of the Second World War and the end of his life, Sigmund Freud (Hopkins) invites iconic author C.S. Lewis for a debate over the existence of God. 
Innovatively, the film explores Freud’s unique relationship with his lesbian daughter Anna, and Lewis’ unconventional romance with his best friend’s mother. FREUD’S LAST 
SESSION interweaves past, present and fantasy, bursting from the confines of Freud’s study on a dynamic journey. 
 

Ghost Writer       
Cast: Luke Mably, Andrea Deck, Laura Ashcroft 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Paul Wilkins 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Kevin Law +44 7971 845 546 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Riviera G7 

  

Synopsis: A struggling author plagiarises his deceased fathers unpublished novel unleashing demons that he must overcome or be haunted by for the rest of his life. 
 

Ghosted       
Cast: Jade Asha, Kevin De Groot, Byron Swiegers, Alex Montagnani, Tara Hoyos 

Martinez 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Daniel Pacquette 
Status:  Completed 

THouse Of Film 
Ava B +1 310 777 0237 
info@houseoffilm.net 

Market Office: Palais - 21.01 
  

Synopsis: Missing the love lives of London's Bridgertons? Look no further than GHOSTED - the modern day take on the London dating scene.  
In the vein of SEX AND THE CITY and BRIDGET JONES, GHOSTED is a fresh and fun movie delving into the complicated game of dating and finding love in the age of apps. 
Following yet another break up, budding actress MERCY just wants a quick rebound to help her move on. After being turned down for a one night stand with Mr. nice guy 
Michael, she turns to dating apps to speed up the rebound process…that is until she meets American Architect BLAKE who is literally the man of her dreams. The question is does 
he want her too? 
This highly entertaining new take on the Cinderella story will sweep you off your feet just like the best royal charmers do. 
The question remains: will you play the game or let the game play you? 
 

Girl       
Cast: Déborah Lukumuena 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Adura Onashile 
Status:  Completed 

TNew Europe Film Sales 
Agnieszka Pucilo +48 600 173 205 
office@neweuropefilmsales.com 

Market Office: 25 bd Croisette 
  

Synopsis: Eleven-year-old Ama and her mother, Grace, take solace in the gentle but isolated world they obsessively create. Ama’s growing up threatens the 
boundaries of their tenderness and forces Grace to reckon with a past she struggles to forget. 
 

God's Petting You       
Cast: Alice Lowe, George Webster, Joe Wilkinson, Skye Lourie 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Jamie Patterson 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound Int'l Pictures 
Martin Glew +44 1455 558 160 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Riviera E4 

  

Synopsis: A dark, comic drama set in Brighton's underworld. Cheeky young, drug addict, Charlie, teams up with 'Tattoo Girl', a ravishing sex addict during a self-help 
group, and plan a drugs money heist that is guaranteed to fail. Or is it? 
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Graphic Designs       
Cast: David Wayman, Sian Altman, May Kelly, Valis Volkova 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Andy Edwards 
Status:  Completed 

TAPL Film 
Brian Sweet +1 604 628 4444 

brian@aplfilm.com 
Market Office: Riviera C5 

  

Synopsis: When reclusive Franklin cheats on his partner with a mysterious girl he meets on a dating app, it's the catalyst for an all-consuming obsession. After their 
encounter, she seemingly vanishes from the face of the planet, but an ever-more desperate Franklin is determined to track her down. He enlists the help of his best friend, 
Brandon, but he too has a secret - he’s involved in a passionate affair with Franklin's girlfriend Candida.  
When Candida discovers Franklin's infidelity, she also sets out to find this missing girl, but instead finds herself, in a seedy underworld of online sex-work and sadomasochism. As 
Franklin's obsession grows, and secrets are revealed, events lead to a terrifying and deadly climax. An erotic thriller for the online generation, Graphic Designs takes you to a dark 
underworld where technology and sex collide.  
 
 

The Great Escaper       
Cast: Michael Caine, Glenda Jackson 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Oliver Parker 
Status:  Completed 

TPathé Films 
Natasha Maximov +33 1 71 72 30 00 

natasha.maximov@pathe.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis 4A/E 

  

Synopsis: Bernard Jordan escapes from his care home to attend the 70th Anniversary of the D-Day Landings in France. 
 

A Greyhound Of A Girl       
Cast: Brendan Gleeson, Sharon Horgan, Rosaleen Linehan 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Enzo D'Alò 
Status:  Completed 

TGFM Animation 
Yi Hu +44 20 7186 6300 
yi@gfmanimation.com 

Market Office: Palais D’Orsay, 7 fl. 
  

Synopsis: Ten year old Mary O'Hara is devastated when her grandmother, Emer, is admitted to hospital. She visits her regularly and it is after one such visit that she 
meets Tansey, a new neighbour. Tansey is friendly & talkative and Mary is enthralled, especially when she says she has an urgent message for Mary's granny... When Mary's 
mother hears that her daughter has made a new friend she is curious to meet this young woman who has the same distinctive name as her own grandmother. Slowly, pieces of 
the jigsaw fit together and they realise with shock that Tansey is in fact...a (very friendly) ghost!  
Brought together in the most surreal of situations, Mary and her mother, along with Tansey, head to the hospital to collect Emer. From there, four generations of women head 
off on one last glorious, spectacular road trip together. Conversation flows as they take a trip down memory lane, preparing themselves for final goodbyes but warm in the 
knowledge that life is most definitely amazing, quite often truly mysterious and - if you're lucky - full of love. 
 

Hamlet Within       
Cast: Ian McKellen, John Shrapnel, Lex Shrapnel , Ben Turner 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ken McMullen 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound Int'l Pictures 
Martin Glew +44 1455 558 160 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Riviera E4 

  

Synopsis: A modern-day version of Shakespeare's 'Hamlet', which explores a young man's psyche as he contemplates avenging his father's death. 
 

The Haunting Of The Lady-Jane       
Cast: Helene Udy, Natasha Linton, Bryony Harvey, Sean Botha, Tom Lee Rutter 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Kemal Yildrim 
Status:  Completed 

TEuroobscura 
Marco Magni +1 818 468 9796 

info@euroobscura.com 
  

Synopsis: The peaceful waterways of the English countryside are plagued by legends of 'RÀN'; a water spirit who collects the bodies of sinful people along the river. 
After a disturbing incident left Lily emotionally scarred and estranged from her parents she decides to begin her life again. Now a socially aware writer on female empowerment, 
she decides to tour the country with Zara, whose journey of self-identity has led her to fully explore life. Lily met Zara through her blog, they decided to become travel 
companions. They see a chance to travel on a barge the 'Lady-Jane' on the English canals. Accepting an offer of a free passage up the British canals, Lily and Zara find themselves 
isolated with Willard, a religiously obsessed hulking man whose past is murkier than the canal waters. The threesome's journey upriver becomes increasingly bizarre and 
dangerous as Willard's fascination with canal ghosts surfaces, and the spirit known as 'RÀN' torments them on their journey. 
 

High & Low – John Galliano       
Cast: John Galliano, Anna Wintour, Sydney Toledano, Grace Coddington, Naomi 

Campbell, Kate Moss, Amber Valletta, Linda Evangelista, Penelope 
Cruz, Charlize Theron, Rihanna 

Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Kevin Macdonald 
Status:  Completed 

TNewen Connect 
Géraldine Lepicard +33 1 41 41 37 78 

cinema@newenconnect.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent H 

  

Synopsis: Built as an investigation, Kevin MacDonald’s film is depicting Galliano’s work, the multiple facets of his character and the ultimate steps that led him to 
pronouncing antisemitic insults. Through interviews of his closest friends and family as well as some of the most influential celebrities of the fashion and pop world, and of John 
Galliano himself, Kevin MacDonald portrays the man behind the fashion genius and his journey for redemption. 
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Hitmen       
Cast: Eric Roberts, Adam Deacon, Georges St-Pierre 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Savvas D. Michael 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper +44 20 3740 5711 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Grand - Cormoran 1, 3fl, Apt 3D 

  

Synopsis: Academy Award-nominee Eric Roberts, BAFTA-winner Adam Deacon and legendary UFC champion Georges St-Pierre star in this action-thriller, from the 
Director of The Bezonians and Original Gangster.  
After accidentally killing the grandson of a powerful CEO, a couple are forced to fight or flee for their lives when the vengeful businessman enlists the help of a mob boss to take 
them down. With a $1 million bounty placed on their heads, a ruthless game of cat and mouse begins as they attract the attention of the world's deadliest assassins, who will 
stop at nothing to claim their prize. 
 

Holidays At The Ranch       
Cast: Sarah Jane Duncan, Joe Gallina 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Liana Failla 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks / New Era 
Matteo Rolleri +44 7731 386 063 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Riviera  F12 

  

Synopsis: When business exec Kate returns home for the holidays, she doesn’t expect to bump into her childhood sweetheart Matt. When she agrees to help out at 
his ranch, sparks fly and she begins to fall in love all over again. When the holidays are over, she faces a difficult decision, whether to return to the city and her career or follow 
her heart. 
 

Hollow       
Cast: Pat Garrett, Ellie Jeffreys , Pete Bird, Ben Manning, Mike Coombes, Pablo 

Raybould, Ayvianna Snow 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Jonathan Zaurin 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks / New Era 
Matteo Rolleri +44 7731 386 063 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Riviera  F12 

  

Synopsis: A woman with early signs of Alzheimers begins to have lucid dreams and nightmares that a living Punch puppet has moved in with her and her family. As her 
loss of reality and symptoms worsen, she uncovers something sinister is observing her every move and preparing a darkness that leads her into a frenzied and terrifying 
confrontation. 
 

Hollywood Dreams And Nightmares: The Robert Englund Story       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Gary Smart 
Status:  Completed 

TUnannounced Film Co. 
Laurence Gornall +44 20 7732 0694 

info@unannounced.co.uk 
  

Synopsis: A classically trained actor and director, Robert Englund has become one of the most revolutionary horror icons of our generation. Throughout his career, 
Englund starred in many well-known movies, but shot to super-stardom with his portrayal of supernatural serial killer Freddy Krueger in the NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 
franchise. This unique and intimate portrait captures the man behind the glove and features interviews with Englund and his wife Nancy, Lin Shaye, Eli Roth, Tony Todd, Heather 
Langenkamp and more. 
 

Hounds Of War       
Cast: Robert Patrick, Rhona Mitra, Frank Grillo 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Isaac Florentine 
Status:  Completed 

TXYZ Films 
Priya Sidhu Malhi +1 424 347 6969 

priya@xyzfilms.com 
Market Office: Grand - Comoran II Building, 1st Floor 

  

Synopsis: After a mission goes wrong, only one of a group of mercenaries is left alive to avenge for his brothers. 
 

How To Have Sex       
Cast: Mia McKenna-Bruce, Lara Peake, Shaun Thomas, Sam Bottomley, Enva Lewis, 

Laura Ambler 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Molly Manning Walker 
Status:  Completed 

TMK2 Films 
Quentin Bohanna +33 1 44 67 30 30 

intlsales@mk2.com 
  

Synopsis: Three British teenage girls go on a rites-of-passage holiday - drinking, clubbing and hooking up, in what should be the best summer of their lives. 
 

I Get Knocked Down       
Cast: Dunstan Bruce 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Sophie Robinson 
Status:  Completed 

TCanoe Film 
Caroline Stern +44 7476 854 969 

hello@canoe.film 
Market Office: Members' Club @ Long Beach 

  

Synopsis: Dunstan Bruce is 59 and he’s struggling with the fact that the world seems to be going to hell in a handcart.He’s wondering where did it all go wrong? For 
him. For humanity.Twenty years after his fall from grace, the former frontman of the anarchist band Chumbawamba is angry and frustrated.But how does a middle-aged, retired 
radical, who now feels invisible get back up again?In this punk version of Dickens’ ‘A Christmas Carol’ Dunstan is visited by the antagonistic ghost of his anarchist past. It is his 
alter ego, ‘Babyhead’ who forces him to question his own life, sending him on a search for his long-lost anarchist mojo.This is the untold and remarkable story of Chumbawamba 
and Dunstan’s personal redemptive voyage as well as a call to arms to those who think activism is best undertaken by someone else.An extraordinary, inspiring film for our 
times. 
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In Camera       
Cast: Nabhaan Rizwan, Amir El-Masry, Rory Fleck Byrne 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Naqqash Khalid 
Status:  Post-Production 

TTogether Films 
Vicki Brown 

sales@togetherfilms.org 
  

Synopsis: In Camera follows Aden – played by Rizwan – a young Actor whose in a cycle of nightmarish auditions. After he receives multiple rejections, Aden takes it 
upon himself to find a new part to play. 
 

In The Shadows       
Cast: Letitia Wright 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Anthony Wonke 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill +44 20 7478 7612 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: 9 rue des États-Unis 

  

Synopsis: IN THE SHADOWS tells the true story of Ramla Ali, the first Somali British professional boxing champion and her journey to find her own identity in-spite of 
the world she was born into. Against the odds, she discovers the power of family, love, faith and self-belief as she learns how to open the door to her future. 
 

Inland       
Cast: Rory Alexander, Mark Rylance, Kathryn Hunter 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Fridtjof Ryder 
Status:  Completed 

TWide 
Marco Urizzi +33 1 53 95 04 64 

mu@eyeonfilms.org 
Market Office: Riviera GO 

  

Synopsis: INLAND is a modern fairy tale that explores the fractured identity of a young man after the mysterious disappearance of his mother. 
 

Inside       
Cast: Willem Dafoe 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Vasilis Katsoupis 
Status:  Completed 

TBankside Films 
Mayara Del Bem +44 7898 684 850 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Nemo, a high-end art thief, is trapped in a New York penthouse after his heist doesn't go as planned. Locked inside with nothing but priceless works of art, 
he must use all his cunning and invention to survive. 
 

Jack Frost       
Cast: Sarah T. Cohen, Nikki Wright, Richard Kovacs 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Liana Failla 
Status:  Completed 

TITN Distribution 
Stuart Alson +1 702 882 6926 

stuart@itnfilms.com 
  

Synopsis: A family is terrorized by a Christmas demon, Jack Frost, and must learn their family's dark secrets that link to why they are cursed. This Christmas, Jack will 
stop at nothing to exact his vengeance on those left in the bloodline. 
 

Kensuke's Kingdom       
Cast: Sally Hawkins, Cillian Murphy, Ken Watanabe, Raffey Cassidy 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Kirk Henry 
Status:  Production 

TBankside Films 
Mayara Del Bem +44 7898 684 850 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: When Michael is washed up on an island in the Pacific after falling from his parents’ yacht, he struggles to survive on his own. He can’t find food and he can’t 
find water, and as Michael and his dog curl up to sleep, he knows they cannot last long. But he soon realises there is someone close by, someone who is watching over him and 
helping him to stay alive. 
Following a close-run battle between life and death, the mysterious stranger - Kensuke - allows Michael into his world and they become friends, teaching and learning from each 
other, until the day of separation becomes inevitable. 
 
 

King Charles III: The New Monarchy       
Cast: Dickie Arbiter, Victoria Arbiter, Katie Nicholl, Patt Morrison 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Tara Pirnia 
Status:  Completed 

TVision Films 
Lise Romanoff +33 6 23 52 46 74 

sales@visionfilms.net 
Market Office: 5 bd Croisette, #002 

  

Synopsis: Prince Charles was always destined to wear the crown. From the royal childhood in Buckingham Palace to his naval career and life as the Prince of Wales, 
he’s had his successes and hardships. From a young prince to now the king, he’s been a constant in the British royal family, hoping one day not only to wear the crown, but to 
usher the British royals into a new modern era as King Charles III. 
 

King's Gambit       
Cast: Magnus Carlsen, Varuzhan Akobian, Fabiano Caruana, Daniel King, Derek 

Redmond 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Alan Byron 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound Int'l Pictures 
Martin Glew +44 1455 558 160 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Riviera E4 

  

Synopsis: Champions in all sports are aiming to discover that small edge that separates winners from the field. Mental strength and inner psychology is what make 
champions stand out from the competitors. ‘King's Gambit’ is a new feature documentary that unlocks what athletes, racers and golfers can learn from the one sporting contest 
where mental strength is paramount: elite professional chess. 
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Kneecap       
Cast: Naoise Ó Cairealláin, Liam Óg Ó Hannaidh, Jj Ó Dochartaigh, Simone Kirby, Michael 

Fassbender 
Genre: Black Comedy Drama 
Director:  Rich Peppiatt 
Status:  Post-Production 

TCharades 
Lucie Desquiens +33 9 84 10 27 84 

sales@charades.eu 
Market Office: 8, rue Buttura 

  

Synopsis: Explores the birth of Kneecap, a hip and naughty Irish rap group. 
 

La Sagrada Familia       
Cast: Sergio Frather, Carmen Mother 
Genre: Road movie 
Director:  Borja Alcalde 
Status:  Completed 

TMovies For Festivals 
Johanna Tonini +34 6 76 56 02 86 

info@moviesforfestivals.com 
  

Synopsis: A road movie documentary about a peruvian family of shamans in searching for balance in the modern world. 
 

The Last Bus       
Cast: Timothy Spall, Phyllis Logan 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Gillies Mackinnon 
Status:  Completed 

TCelsius Entertainment 
Henriette Wollmann +44 20 7193 1801 

sales@celsiusentertainment.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent D, 7 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Heart-warming tale of an old man (Timothy Spall) whose wife (Phyllis Logan) has just passed away- and with his free local bus pass travels to the other end 
of the UK- to where they originally moved from- using only local buses, on a nostalgic trip but also carrying his wife’s ashes in a small suitcase, ‘taking her back’ and in doing so he 
meets local people, and by the end of his trip he’s a celebrity. 
 

Last Days Of Dunkirk       
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Callum Burn 
Status:  Development 

TKaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper +44 20 3740 5711 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Grand - Cormoran 1, 3fl, Apt 3D 

  

Synopsis: In the dark days of 1940, the British army has fallen back to the town of Dunkirk, desperately awaiting evacuation. Meanwhile, a few miles inland, the last 
survivor of his regiment joins the remnants of another platoon, and together face an arduous escape to the coast. 
Wounded, exhausted, and with the threat of the cold-blooded SS tracking them down, the soldiers’ journey home has barely begun, with their only hope being their sheer 
determination to survive. 
 

The Last Rider       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Alex Holmes 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Cleo Veger +44 20 7253 6244 

sales@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: Riviera H4 

  

Synopsis: The unbelievable story of cyclist Greg LeMond who came back from the brink of death after a hunting accident to win the closest race in the history of the 
Tour de France. 
 

The Last Rifleman       
Cast: Pierce Brosnan, Louis Gossett, Jr, Jürgen Prochnow 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Terry Loane 
Status:  Completed 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache +44 20 7494 8300 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent C, 1 fl 

  

Synopsis: Inspired by true events, THE LAST RIFLEMAN is a moving and heartfelt drama starring Pierce Brosnan as Artie Crawford, a World War II veteran living in a 
care home in Northern Ireland who has just lost his wife. On the 75th anniversary of the D-Day landings in Normandy, Artie decides to secretly escape his care home and 
embarks on an arduous but inspirational journey to France, to pay his final respects to his best friend and find the courage to face the ghosts of his past. 
 

Late In Summer       
Cast: Emily Watson, Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Talitha Stevenson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMetro Int'l Entertainment 
Michael Yates +44 20 7396 5301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Grand, Eider Penthouse, 7 fl. 

  

Synopsis: As World War Two draws to a close, a brief encounter leads to a love affair that ignites a dormant passion in a lonely farmer’s wife and an American GI. With 
the world around them conspiring against their relationship, it’s not long before the realities of their existence force them to make the hardest decision. 
LATE IN SUMMER is a luscious romantic drama about the thrill of first love in mid-life, sexual liberation and spiritual connection in the face of oppression and social conventions; 
a sumptuous portrait of the intimate beauty of love and vulnerability in the hot Cornish summer of 1946. 
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Latent Image       
Cast: Joshua Tonks, Jay Clift, William Tippery 
Genre: Erotic 
Director:  Alexander McGregor Birrell 
Status:  Completed 

T7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service 
Maura Ford +44 20 7584 6402 

 
info@7and7.co.uk 

Market Office: Members' Club @ Long Beach 
  

Synopsis: Thriller writer Ben, struggling for inspiration, retreats to an isolated rural cabin to start on his latest novel and to escape the growing tension with his 
boyfriend Jamie. Working late into the night, he wakes to find a wounded man in the cabin, claiming to be a hunter whose car had broken down nearby. Intrigued and attracted 
to the mysterious and handsome intruder Ben decides to secretly use him as inspiration as the antagonist for his new book: a savage murder believed to have taken place in the 
very cabin he has rented. As the man begins to help him enact increasingly dangerous and detailed scenarios for the story’s captive protagonist, Ben becomes aroused by the 
prospects, but finds himself rebuffed by a homophobic slur. Searching the man’s car, he uncovers stolen property belonging to several other young men hinting he may be a 
serial killer, a perfect twist for Ben’s novel. Discovering his own car sabotaged, and unable to escape, Ben enters a lethal game of cat and mouse. But it’s only when the fate of 
Ben’s boyfriend Jamie is revealed that Ben’s dark, erotic, fantasy becomes a stark, inescapable, reality. 
 

Layla       
Cast: Bilal Hasna, Louis Greatorex 
Genre: LGBT 
Director:  Amrou Al-Kadhi 
Status:  Post-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 20 7257 8734 
assistant@independent-ent.com 

Market Office: 55 bd Croisette, 4 fl. 
  

Synopsis: Layla is a struggling British-Palestinian drag performer whose confident façade hides a desperate desire for love. When their performance at a belittling 
corporate Pride event turns into a transgressive takedown, they are surprised to win the affection of Max, a charming, successful white gay man. 
 

Lee       
Cast: Kate Winslet, Marion Cotillard, Josh O'Connor, Andy Samberg, Andrea 

Riseborough 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ellen Kuras 
Status:  Post-Production 

TRocket Science 
Patricia Arias +44 20 7434 0032 

info@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: 7 bd Croisette, 9 fl. 

  

Synopsis: The project follows Lee Miller as she travels to the frontlines of World War II as a photojournalist and embarks on a mission to expose the hidden truths of 
the Third Reich. But in the aftermath of betrayal, she comes to a reckoning about the truths of her own past. 
 

Little Bone Lodge       
Cast: Joely Richardson, Sadie Soverall, Neil Linpow, Harry Cadby 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Matthias Hoene 
Status:  Completed 

TSC Films Int'l 
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +44 7804 632 427 

info@scfilmsinternational.com 
Market Office: 24 bd Croisette, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: LITTLE BONE LODGE follows two criminal brothers on the run, who seek refuge in a desolate farmhouse. Taking the entire family captive, they find that the 
house holds terrible and dark secrets of its own. Joely Richardson plays the fearsome family matriarch. 
The British horror / thriller marks a reunion for SC Films with producers Tea Shop Films (COCKNEYS VS ZOMBIES, I AM SOLDIER, TOWER BLOCK) and director Matthias Hoene who 
previously partnered on the cult festival hit COCKNEYS VS ZOMBIES. 
 

Long Distance Swimmer - Sara Mardini       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Charly W. Feldman 
Status:  Completed 

TNew Docs 
Luisa Schwamborn +49 221 16819743 

luisa.schwamborn@newdocs.de 
Market Office: Riviera F2 

  

Synopsis: One moment champion Syrian swimmer Sara Mardini is Europe’s most celebrated refugee and humanitarian, the next she is a “criminal mastermind”. While 
her sister competes as a swimmer at the Olympics, Sara awaits trial and a possible 25-year prison sentence. 
 

Lord Of Misrule       
Cast: Tuppence Middleton, Ralph Ineson, Matt Stokoe, Evie Templeton 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  William Brent-Bell 
Status:  Post-Production 

TBankside Films 
Mayara Del Bem +44 7898 684 850 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: LORD OF MISRULE is a pagan horror story set in a rural English village, where Rebecca Holland has recently taken over the parish church. When her young 
daughter goes missing at a winter festival, villagers and local police join in the desperate search. However, the closer they edge towards finding the girl, the more secrets emerge 
from the town’s dark past; soon Rebecca must decide just how much she is willing to sacrifice to rescue her daughter from the grip of evil. 
 

Mad About The Boy: The Noël Coward Story       
Cast: Rupert Everett, Alan Cumming 
Genre: Art - Culture 
Director:  Barnaby Thompson 
Status:  Completed 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill +44 20 7478 7612 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: 9 rue des États-Unis 

  

Synopsis: An exploration of Coward's expansive career which features credits across the stage and screen, including Brief Encounter, Blithe Spirit, and Private Lives. 
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Man In Black       
Cast: Xilin Wang 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Bing Wang 
Status:  Completed 

TAsian Shadows 
Maria Ruggieri +852 8192 9195 

maria@chineseshadows.com 
  

Synopsis: A strong mise en scène, that mixes theatre, opera and cinema, master Wang Bing gives the stage to another master, Wang Xilin. The encounter results in a 
unique musical piece, that shows and recall the difficulties to be an artist in China. 
 

Manfish       
Cast: Dean Kilbey, Emma Stannard, Matty Noble, Liam Noble, Reis Daniel, David 

Alexander, Monica Gaga, Jon Campling 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Marc Coleman 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494 

gary.phillips@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: Members' Club @ Long Beach 

  

Synopsis: Terry, a downtrodden loner, spends his days down on Canvey Island beachfront collecting seashells for his failing jewellery box business. However, his world 
is turned upside down one morning when a mysterious humanoid sea creature washes up on the shore.With the unsolicited help from his abusive girlfriend Tracy, they take 
action and do what any self-respecting Canvey islander would do - knock the creature unconscious, take it home and attempt to make big money off of it through Terrys low-
level criminal brother Nigel. Though as Terry befriends the creature, word begins to spread around the island of its presence, raising the question of who the humanoid from the 
deep really is. What does it want? Why are so many dogs going missing around town and most importantly - who will get off of the island alive? 
 

Maria       
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Simon Amstell 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 20 7257 8734 
assistant@independent-ent.com 

Market Office: 55 bd Croisette, 4 fl. 
  

Synopsis: Maria is having a crisis. Struggling to accept her age, her boyfriend’s love and her father’s imminent death, she runs from reality and falls for her new 
stepbrother. A bold and original new comedy from comedian-turned-breakout-director, BAFTA nominee Simon Amstell. 
 

Marmalade       
Cast: Joe Keery, Aldis Hodge, Camila Morrone 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Keir O'Donnell 
Status:  Completed 

TSignature Entertainment 
Ella Field +44 7850 046 471 

ella@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Grand - Apt C 

  

Synopsis: Marmalade centers on the recently incarcerated Baron (Keery) who strikes up a friendship with cellmate Otis (Hodge), a man with a well-versed history of 
prison breaks. As the pair hatch an escape plan together, Baron recalls the story of how he met Marmalade (Morrone), the love of his life, and their "Bonnie and Clyde" style 
scheme to rob a bank in order to care for his sick mother and give the couple the life they’ve always dreamed of. 
 

Mask Of The Devil       
Cast: Nicoe Katherine Riddell, Kemal Yildrim, David Robert Lenik, Martin W. Payne, 

Alexander Nathan Woods 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Richard Rowntree 
Status:  Completed 

TEuroobscura 
Marco Magni +1 818 468 9796 

info@euroobscura.com 
  

Synopsis: Africa, 1878 – a group of white mercenaries attempt to steal a tribal mask, unwittingly releasing an ancient evil. 
In present day England, the mask is purchased as a prop by a dysfunctional band of wannabe filmmakers. 
When a fiery young woman named Mary accepts a job with these low-rent pornographers in order to gain financial independence from her over-bearing parents, the ancient evil 
finds the perfect conduit, and unleashes unimaginable carnage on the unsuspecting cast and crew, who must do battle to survive. Will Mary and her new acquaintances be able 
to defeat the evil, and banish the curse of the Mask of the Devil? 
 

Medusa's Venom       
Cast: Becca Hirani, May Kelly, Connor Powles, Sarah T. Cohen, Rita Di Tuccio, Ella 

Starbuck, Katiris Cooper 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Chase Martins 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks / New Era 
Matteo Rolleri +44 7731 386 063 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Riviera  F12 

  

Synopsis: The beast is back and her venom is deadlier than ever. When newcomer Lola is welcomed into Medusa’s circle, she endures a ritual to bring her closer to her 
new sisters, but what awaits her is more powerful and dangerous than she ever imagined. 
 
 

Mercy Falls       
Cast: Lauren Lyle, Nicolette McKeown 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Ryan Hendrick 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Coven 
Priscilla Smith +33 6 18 07 75 50 

priscilla@thecovenfilms.com 
Market Office: Riviera D7 

  

Synopsis: A group of friends set off into the Scottish Highlands in search of a long-lost cabin. Once far from civilization, an unforeseen tragedy befalls the group and 
one bad decision leads to suspicion, betrayal and murder. 
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Midas Man       
Cast: Jacob Fortune-Lloyd, Jay Leno, Emily Watson, Eddie Marsan, Matt Lucas, Omari 

Douglas, Lukas Gage, Charley Palmer Rothwell 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Sara Sugarman 
Status:  Production 

TMister Smith Entertainment 
Katie Hogan +44 20 7494 1724 

info@mistersmithent.com 
Market Office: 3 Rdpt Duboys d'Angers, 1 fl. 

  

Synopsis: On Thursday 9th November 1961, Brian Epstein descended the stairs to a cellar in Liverpool and changed the world forever. 
 

A Midsummer Night's Dream       
Cast: Florence Kasumba, Robert Lindsay, Harry Jarvis, Tamzin Merchant, Juliet Aubrey, 

Murray McArthur 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Sacha Bennett 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound Int'l Pictures 
Martin Glew +44 1455 558 160 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Riviera E4 

  

Synopsis: Shakespeare's classic comedy: Young lovers living under an oppressive state-rule flee their home-city to change their lives, and end up changing the world. 
After all, love changes everything. 
 

Miss Willoughby And The Haunted Bookshop       
Cast: Nathalie Cox, Kelsey Grammer 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Brad Watson 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media Int'l 
Philippe Martinez +1 727 232 9595 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Grand - Dauphin 2 fl, Apt E 

  

Synopsis: Tragically orphaned at a young age, Elizabeth Willoughby (Nathalie Cox) inherited her impressive family estate and was raised by retired US Marine, Robert 
(Kelsey Grammer), who also runs the family business. Under his watchful guidance, her childhood was spent studying strategy, history and literature, all the while mastering the 
ancient arts of combat. Now an Ancient Civilization professor at University, Willoughby receives a call from family friends, Helen and Oliver Deakins, who have been experiencing 
a series of hauntings at their antique bookshop. With nobody else to turn to, and knowing Willoughby’s insatiable appetite for investigation, Helen asks Willoughby to get to the 
bottom of this paranormal mystery. 
 

Monsters Of War       
Cast: Aimee Marie Higham , Chrissie Wunna, Chelsea Greenwood 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Jack Peter Mundy 
Status:  Completed 

TITN Distribution 
Stuart Alson +1 702 882 6926 

stuart@itnfilms.com 
  

Synopsis: Something has awoken, and a city must work together before giant deadly creatures take back the planet. 
 

Monstrous Beauty       
Cast: Bella Ramsey, Dominic West, Ruth Negga, Fiona Shaw 
Genre: Historical, Romance, Drama 
Director:  Romola Garai 
Status:  Pre-Production 

THanWay Films 
Joe Hewitt +44 20 7290 0750 

jh@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: 2 rue des Belges, 3 fl. 

  

Synopsis: A young woman completely covered in hair, joins the court of King Charles II, defies expectations and sets off to be a playwright. 
 

My London Lullaby       
Cast: Shirley Both, Katharina Naumow, Hersha Veriti 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Hugo Santa Cruz 
Status:  Completed 

TSoul Pictures 
Liliana Bravo +34 6 78 34 48 32 

info@soulpictures.es 
  

Synopsis: Helena is a young German actress who is finding it hard to break into the London theatre scene. 
She earns her living working in bars and shares a room with her Spanish boyfriend in an East London hovel where they live with several flatmates. 
Helena's luck takes a turn when she receives a casting call for a film by a famous British director. The casting director is looking for a German actress who speaks perfect English - 
it's a role tailor-made for Helena! 
However, the reality of a new neo-totalitarian British society where European citizens are persecuted and expelled will be the real obstacle for the young actress to overcome. 
 

Nessie       
Cast: Stephanie Beacham, Patrick Kilpatrick, John Michie 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Robbie Moffat 
Status:  Post-Production 

TPalm Tree Universal 
Mairi Sutherland +44 7736 800 774 

mairi@palmtreefilm.com 
  

Synopsis: If you can't beleive in Nessie, what can you beleive in? 
 

Night Explorers: The Asylum       
Cast: Hannah Al Rashid, Craig Edwards 
Genre: Horror, Thriller 
Director:  John K. Webster. 
Status:  Completed 

TLevel 33 Entertainment 
Jay Joyce +1 213 924 3339 

jay@level33ent.com 
Market Office: Members' Club @ Long Beach 

  

Synopsis: When a group of urban explorers get the chance of a lifetime to explore one of the worlds most haunted asylums, they encounter something truly evil, that 
will not 
let them leave and will push them to the edge of sanity. 
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No Way Up       
Cast: Phyllis Logan, Colm Meaney, Sophie McIntosh, Will Attenborough, Jeremias 

Amoore 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Claudio Fäh 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill +44 20 7478 7612 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: 9 rue des États-Unis 

  

Synopsis: NO WAY UP is a high concept combination of disaster movie and survival thriller, as characters from very different backgrounds are thrown together when 
the plane they’re travelling on crashes into the Pacific Ocean. 
The stricken airliner comes to rest perilously close to the edge of a bottomless ravine with the surviving passengers and crew trapped in an air pocket. With their air supply 
rapidly running out, a nightmare fight for survival ensues as dangers from all sides hone-in on them. 
 

Occupied City       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Steve McQueen 
Status:  Completed 

TA24 Films 
Anna Chettle +1 646 568 6015 

info@a24films.com 
  

Synopsis: The past collides with the present in this excavation of the Nazi occupation of Amsterdam: a journey from World War II to recent years of pandemic and 
protest and a provocative, life-affirming reflection on memory, time and what's to come. 
 

The Offing       
Cast: Helena Bonhham Carter 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jessica Hobbs 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TBeta Cinema 
Tassio Hallbauer +49 89 67 34 69 828 

beta@betacinema.com 
Market Office: Grand Mondrian - le Goeland 

  

Synopsis: A blazing summer in post-war England. Robert is 16, the shy, nature loving son of a miner. Before he follows his father down the pit, he sets out to explore 
the countryside and see a little more of the world. He gets as far as Dulcie, a hard drinking, foul-mouthed, bohemian recluse several times his age. Under her eccentric tutelage, 
his life opens up to rich food, poetry, girls and the possibility that there may be more to living than duty and mining. But while Dulcie’s cottage and garden by the sea are idyllic, 
this place holds a tragic secret about Dulcie’s great love. When Robert discovers the truth, his brave and tender friendship compels Dulcie to open her own heart and re-engage 
with the world. Their encounter is a riotous clash of experience, personality and perspective which will leave them both forever changed. 
 

The Old Oak       
Cast: Dave Turner, Ebla Mari 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ken Loach 
Status:  Completed 

TGoodfellas 
Esther Devos +33 1 43 13 21 87 

feripret@goodfellas.film 
Market Office: 2 bd Croisette 

  

Synopsis: THE OLD OAK is the story of a village in the Northeast of England, where the mine closed, and people feel deserted by the system. Many young ones have 
left and what was once a thriving, proud community struggles to keep old values alive. But there is growing anger, resentment, and a lack of hope. Houses are cheap and 
available. This makes it an ideal location for the Syrian refugees that have been accepted by Britain in recent years. How will the Syrians be received? And what will be the future 
for the last remaining pub in the village, The Old Oak? 
 

On The Line       
Cast: Victoria Lucie, Dame Harriet Walter, Joanne Rogers, Royce Pierreson 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Oliver Pearn 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494 

gary.phillips@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: Members' Club @ Long Beach 

  

Synopsis: Alderney, UK. 1964. AGNES, 24 works alone as a switchboard operator in a telephone exchange. While going about her daily business connecting people, she 
passes the time listening in to their conversations.  One day, she receives a strange call from SHIRLEY, a woman suffering from dementia and unable to clearly articulate what is 
happening around her. There’s a blood curdling scream and the line is cut. Extremely worried, Agnes calls the police. Over time, she gleans information from other callers, 
piecing together what has happened and comes to believe MARTHA, a nurse at the care home, has been kidnapped by HAROLD, a workman there. Agnes uses her powers of 
deduction and local knowledge to help the police track the abduction. But things take a turn for the worse when she realises everything is not as it seems. Eventually, the police 
locate Martha but not Harold. He has returned home to take his own life. With new information, Agnes calls and talks him down by sharing her experiences. Her day ends with 
both Harold and Agnes having new hope for the future. 
 

One Year Off       
Cast: Jeff Fahey, Nathalie Cox, Chad Michael Collins, Ray Fearon, Antonio Fargas 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Philippe Martinez 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media Int'l 
Philippe Martinez +1 727 232 9595 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Grand - Dauphin 2 fl, Apt E 

  

Synopsis: Heartbroken Claire’s wine-fueled post-breakup pity-party in London is crashed by her old friend Ben calling from New York. He’s inherited his unknown 
father’s gorgeous beachfront house and club in the Caribbean island of Nevis, West Indies, and he wants her and the old crew to join him for a week while he absorbs this news. 
In love with the island, and thrilled to be back together again like the good old days, they unanimously decide to stay for year-one year off to reset their lives. Working together, 
they host gorgeous beach weddings: the first, beginner’s luck, the next a dismal failure. Suddenly, there’s trouble in paradise. Can magical Nevis transform them and help old 
wounds heal and love blossom under the sun in this heartfelt comedy? 
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The Other Fellow       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Matthew Bauer 
Status:  Completed 

TReservoir Docs 
Anaïs Clanet +33 6 83 22 18 06 

anais@reservoirdocs.net 
Market Office: Riviera  L1 

  

Synopsis: An energetic exploration of male identity via the lives, personalities, and adventures of a diverse band of men, real men across the globe all sharing the 
same name – James Bond. 1953. Jamaica. When author Ian Fleming needs a name for his suave, sophisticated secret agent, he steals one from an unaware birdwatcher and 
creates a pop-culture phenomenon about the ultimate fictional alpha-male.  
2023. Seventy years after the publication of the first Bond novel and as all eyes turn to who could be the seventh 007, Australian filmmaker Matthew Bauer is on a global mission 
to discover the lasting, contrasting and very personal impacts of sharing such an identity with James Bond. 
 

Paul Dood's Deadly Lunch Break       
Cast: Tom Meeten, Johnny Vegas, Katherine Parkinson, Kris Marshall, Kevin Bishop, 

Steve Oram, Alice Lowe, Mandeep Dhillon 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Nick Gillespie 
Status:  Completed 

TBelstone Pictures 
Finn Bruce +44 7908 062 989 

getintouch@belstonepictures.com 
  

Synopsis: A thrift store worker has his heart set on winning a big national talent show. But when the actions of five selfish people cause him to miss his audition, he 
sets out to seek deadly revenge. 5 spectacular murders. 1 lunch break! 
 

Pretty Red Dress       
Cast: Natey Jones, Alexandra Burke 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Dionne Edwards 
Status:  Completed 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Alexandra Da Silva +44 20 7734 9000 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: 25 bd Croisette 

  

Synopsis: The film tells the story of a South London family’s relationship with the same red dress. For Candice (Alexandra Burke), it’s her audition outfit to play Tina 
Turner in a fictional musical and a ticket to a different life. For daughter Kenisha, it’s symbolic of a kind of traditional femininity that she feels alienated by. For Travis (Natey 
Jones), it’s both a secret and a source of liberation. One day when he is discovered wearing the dress, it tests family bonds to their limit. 
 

The Radleys       
Cast: Damian Lewis 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Euros Lyn 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TCornerstone Films 
Joanne Michael +44 20 3457 7257 

jm@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: 54-55 bd Croisette 

  

Synopsis: The Radleys are an ordinary family, or at least that’s what the neighbours think, no one would suspect that behind all of this, the Radleys hold a dark secret… 
they are vampires. Only parents Helen and Peter know about the family’s true nature. They are ‘abstainers’, vampires who choose not to drink blood despite their natural 
cravings. Their teenagers, vegan Clara and lovesick Rowan, have no idea, until one evening Clara is attacked by a boy in her class and her bloodthirsty instincts take over, forcing 
her parents to finally reveal the truth. With this revelation, Rowan questions his own identity.  The temptation to try his first taste of blood only grows stronger with the arrival of 
uncle Will, Peter’s twin brother and a practicing vampire, who pulls back the curtain on his vampiric life of hedonism and freedom. Will is all swagger and sex appeal, and his 
presence throws the whole family off their axis, unleashing suppressed desires for parents and teens alike. 
 

Raging Grace       
Cast: Max Eigenmann, Jaeden Boadilla, David Hayman, Leanne Best 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Paris Zarcilla 
Status:  Completed 

TBlue Finch Film Releasing 
Fatima Hayward +44 20 7287 1900 

info@bluefinchfilms.com 
Market Office: Grand - Flamant, 4th fl. 

  

Synopsis: A bold coming-of-rage story. Joy is an undocumented Filipina immigrant who is struggling to do the best she can for her daughter when she secures the 
perfect job; taking care of an extremely wealthy but terminal old man. The new position pays well and guarantees a roof over their heads but very soon, Joy and her daughter 
Grace start to realize everything is not as it seems. Something is festering beneath the surface, threatening all they have worked for. Deeply personal, "Raging Grace" is a 
nightmarish fever dream from an exciting new voice. 
 

Raven's Hollow       
Cast: William Moseley, Melanie Zanetti, Kate Dickie, David Hayman, Oberon Ka 

Adjepong 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Christopher Hatton 
Status:  Completed 

TCanoe Film 
Caroline Stern +44 7476 854 969 

hello@canoe.film 
Market Office: Members' Club @ Long Beach 

  

Synopsis: West Point cadet Edgar Allan Poe and four other cadets on a training exercise in upstate New York are drawn by a gruesome discovery into a forgotten 
community where they find a township guarding a frightening secret. 
 

Reawakening       
Cast: Jared Harris, Erin Doherty, Juliet Stevenson, Niamh Cusack, Nicholas Pinnock 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Virginia Gilbert 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache +44 20 7494 8300 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent C, 1 fl 

  

Synopsis: Married couple John (Jared Harris) and Mary (Juliet Stevenson) have lived in an agonizing limbo of grief and guilt for the past ten years, since the 
disappearance of their only child, Clare, aged fourteen. Ten years later, she reappears on their doorstep, but is this young woman really who she claims to be? And if she is an 
imposter, what are her motives? As old tensions resurface, a gripping search for the truth unfolds... 
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Red Herring       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Kit Vincent 
Status:  Completed 

TCinephil 
Olivier Tournaud +972 3 566 4129 

info@cinephil.com 
Market Office: Riviera  H4 

  

Synopsis: After a young filmmaker is diagnosed with terminal cancer, he enlists his family on an intimate and darkly humorous journey to help them come to terms 
with his illness. 
 

Relax       
Cast: Callum Scott Howells 
Genre: Musical 
Director:  Bernard Rose 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 20 7257 8734 
assistant@independent-ent.com 

Market Office: 55 bd Croisette, 4 fl. 
  

Synopsis: The outrageous true story of a group of friends from Liverpool who form a band and create one of the most infamous hit singles of all times. The band? 
Frankie Goes to Hollywood. The single? Relax. 
 

The Renata Road       
Cast: C.J. De Mooi, Bex Mellor-Bowman, John Sharp 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Ed Greenberg 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Movie Agency 
Philippe Galliano +81 8076946306 

info@themovieagency.com 
  

Synopsis: Looking for peace, solitude and an escape from the outside world a mysterious stranger checks into a remote hotel. Reluctantly drawn into the lives and 
activities of the hotel's guests it soon becomes terrifyingly clear that all is not as calm and serene as the management would have him believe. A chance encounter with the hotel 
maid sets in motion a chain of events that will take the Stranger to the very edge of sanity, and threatens to destroy the lives of everyone present. 
 

The Rev       
Cast: Elilir Jones, Idris Morris, Richard Arfon 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Rhys Edwards 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper +44 20 3740 5711 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Grand - Cormoran 1, 3fl, Apt 3D 

  

Synopsis: 1985: Detective Inspector Gwyn Roberts is sent to a quiet seaside town to investigate an unusually threatening and vile anonymous letter, leading him to the 
home of mild-mannered clergymen, the Reverend Emyr Owen. What he would find was a discovery so shocking that the law system would attempt to bury the case. The 
Reverend was guilty of abusing and mutilating human bodies awaiting burial. 
This disturbing yet fascinating story is brought to light with interviews from police officers, psychiatrists, and legal experts, interwoven with dramatic recreations that delve into 
Owen’s history and unearth questions about his crimes that remain unanswered to this day. 
 

Rise Of The Footsoldier: Vengeance       
Cast: Phil Davis, Craig Fairbrass, Geoff Bell, Jamie Foreman 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Nick Nevern 
Status:  Post-Production 

TCarnaby Sales & Distribution 
Evelyn Xing +44 20 7434 4399 

evelyn@carnabyinternational.com 
Market Office: 23 rue Macé, 2 fl. 

  

Synopsis: The ultimate revenge action film, TATE: TWO DAYS OF BLOOD sees TATE (Craig Fairbrass) out on a rampage to avenge for one of his footsoldier's violent 
death. In order to track down the villain responsible, TATE ventures beyond his comfort zone of Essex and into the dark side of 90s London. He squares up against violent 
kingpins and negotiates his way through treacherous backstreets with sheer brutal force. Set to execute his revenge, TATE will stop at nothing even as the world around him 
starts to explode. 
 

The Road Dance       
Cast: Hermione Corfield, Morven Christie, Mark Gatiss, Will Fletcher 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Richie Adams 
Status:  Completed 

TParkland Pictures 
Andrew Brown +44 20 3432 1696 

info@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: Riviera L14 

  

Synopsis: Kirsty Mcleod, is a young woman, coming of age in a small island community in the years before WW1. She dreams ofthe wider world and a life away from 
the harsh land and strict religion of her island home. Tragedy strikes twice, once at a village party, and once again, when her boyfriend is sent to war. Inspired by a true story, the 
film offers a believable window on the rhythms of Hebridean island life at the turn of the twentieth century. 
 

Rose       
Cast: Sofie Gråbøl, Lene Maria Christensen, Anders W. Berthelsen, Søren Malling, 

Christiane G. Koch, Peter Gantzler, Karen-Lise Mynster 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Niels Arden Oplev 
Status:  Completed 

TBankside Films 
Mayara Del Bem +44 7898 684 850 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Set over the course of one week, ROSE is the story of two sisters, Inger and Ellen, and how their relationship is challenged on a highly anticipated coach trip 
to Paris. When Inger announces her struggles with mental health to the group, the sisters are faced with pity from some and downright discrimination from others. On arrival in 
Paris, it soon becomes clear that Inger has a hidden agenda concerning a figure from her past, ultimately involving the entire group in her hunt for answers. ROSE is a film about 
love and care for each other, in spite of our differences, as much as it is a film about not judging a book by its cover 
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Scrapper       
Cast: Harris Dickinson, Lola Campbell 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Charlotte Regan 
Status:  Completed 

TCharades 
Lucie Desquiens +33 9 84 10 27 84 

sales@charades.eu 
Market Office: 8, rue Buttura 

  

Synopsis: Georgie is a dreamy 12-year-old girl who lives happily alone in her London flat, filling it with magic. Out of nowhere, her estranged father turns up and forces 
her to confront reality. 
 

The Settlers       
Cast: Camilo Arancibia, Mark Stanley, Benjamin Westfall 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Felipe Gálvez 
Status:  Completed 

TMK2 Films 
Quentin Bohanna +33 1 44 67 30 30 

intlsales@mk2.com 
  

Synopsis: A mixed-race Chilean, rides south on an expedition led by MacLenan, a former Boer War English captain and Bill, an American mercenary, to fence off land 
granted to Spanish landowner José Menéndez. 
 

Severance       
Cast: Stanley Tucci, Olga Kurylenko 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Andrew Morahan 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Film Sales 
Yi Hu +44 20 7186 6300 

yi@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Palais D’Orsay, 7 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Frank's planning for the heist has been carried out with military precision. So why do they execute a brilliant underwater break in and then walk away, 
leaving the cash in the open vault? And why does Frank - usually so on the ball - not spot the double cross? This should be the perfect crime. 
 

Shades Of Desire       
Cast: Rhian Brown, Darell Griggs, May Kelly, Danielle Scott 
Genre: Erotic 
Director:  Jack Ayers 
Status:  Completed 

TMultivisionnaire Pictures 
Sean Haley +1 626 737 8357 

intlsales@multivisionnaire.com 
Market Office: Riviera  F6 

  

Synopsis: Twin sisters Jennifer and Aubrey live two completely opposite lives. Aubrey is successful, married and well-off, while Jennifer is a sex worker getting by and 
in hot water with the mob owing them money. Out of options, Jennifer decides to hit up her estranged sister for help and they reconnect after 10 years. One day Aubrey 
vanishes into thin air. Jennifer decides to take on her sister's identity just to try to find out what happens to her. As Jennifer lives Aubrey's life, she soon discovers the erotic 
secret society Aubrey belongs to, and the mysterious people she intertwined with...and all is not as it seems. Stalkers are revealed, secret fantasies are explored, and will Aubrey 
ever be found? 
 

Shepherd       
Cast: Tom Hughes, Kate Dickie, Greta Scacchi, Gaia Weiss, Jamie Marie Leary 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Russell Owen 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Kevin Law +44 7971 845 546 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Riviera G7 

  

Synopsis: Grief-stricken by the death of his pregnant wife, Erik Black takes a job as a shepherd on a remote island. But this perfect hideaway soon becomes an 
inescapable nightmare when a vengeful spirit forces him to confront his own sanity. 
 

The Siege       
Cast: Daniel Stisen, Yennis Cheung, Steven Blades, Samantha Schnitzler, Byron Gibson 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Brad Watson 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media Int'l 
Philippe Martinez +1 727 232 9595 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Grand - Dauphin 2 fl, Apt E 

  

Synopsis: Walker, an international assassin, is compromised during a mission. His handler sends him to a Reassignment Center at which Walker will be processed for a 
new identity. During his stay at the facility, a ruthless assault team storms the compound searching for someone their boss has lost. Walker begrudgingly falls in with Elda, a 
skilled hitwoman, and Juliet, her mysterious ward, in order to maximize the chance to survive the night. 
 

Sky Peals       
Cast: Faraz Ayub, Natalie Gavin , Claire Rushbrook , Simon Nagra , Steve Oram , Jeff 

Mizra 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Moin Hussain 
Status:  Post-Production 

TBankside Films 
Mayara Del Bem +44 7898 684 850 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Adam works nightshifts at a motorway service station and lives a small and lonely life. Upon hearing that his estranged father has died, he finds himself in 
search of answers. Piecing together a complicated image of a man he never knew, Adam starts to become convinced he descends from an alien race. 
 

So Long Marianne       
Cast: Josefine Frida Pettersen, Joe Vetch 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Paul Wiffen 
Status:  Completed 

TPalm Tree Universal 
Mairi Sutherland +44 7736 800 774 

mairi@palmtreefilm.com 
  

Synopsis: The story of Leonard Cohen’s exile to Hydra to finish his novel, his meeting with Marianne Ihlen, and the subsequent transformation of Cohen from a fiction 
writer into an international songwriter and performer. 
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Something In The Water       
Cast: Lauren Lyle, Hiftu Quasem, Natalie Mitson, Nicole Rieko Setsuko 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Hayley Easton Street 
Status:  Post-Production 

TStudiocanal 
Pascale Hornus +33 1 71 35 35 35 
pascale.hornus@studiocanal.com 

  

Synopsis: Reunited at an exotic destination wedding, a group of five girlfriends decide to rent a boat to spend a day together along the paradise-like coast. Their 
friendship is put to the ultimate test when they find themselves stranded in open water fighting for their lives against sharks and mother nature as they desperately try to 
survive. 
 

Sparrow's Call       
Cast: David Bark-Jones, Billie Vee 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Tim Kent 
Status:  Completed 

TMedia Luna New Films 
Ida Martins +49 22 15 10 91 891 

idamartins@medialuna.biz 
Market Office: Riviera F10 

  

Synopsis: Mike, a successful married man, is captivated by exotic dancer Val, after saving her from danger. However, as their passion deepens, Mike must confront the 
repercussions of his affair, as his marriage and career hang in the balance, particularly in Val’s hands… 
 

Starve Acre       
Cast: Matt Smith, Morfydd Clark 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Daniel Kokotajlo 
Status:  Post-Production 

TCornerstone Films 
Joanne Michael +44 20 3457 7257 

jm@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: 54-55 bd Croisette 

  

Synopsis: 1970s, rural England. Richard and Juliette's seemingly idyllic family life is thrown into turmoil when their son Ewan starts acting out of character, and 
unexpectedly dies creating an insurmountable wedge between the once happy couple. 
 

The Stones & Brian Jones       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Nick Broomfield 
Status:  Completed 

TSubmarine Entertainment 
Matthew Burke +1 212 625 1410 

info@submarine.com 
  

Synopsis: The Stones and Brian Jones examines the musical creativity of Jones, the secret to the band's success, through candid interviews with all the essential 
performers and previously unreleased archive. 
 

A Story Of Bones       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Joseph Curran 
Status:  Completed 

TCinephil 
Olivier Tournaud +972 3 566 4129 

info@cinephil.com 
Market Office: Riviera  H4 

  

Synopsis: As the Chief Environmental Officer for Saint Helena’s troubled £285m ($360m) airport project, Annina Van Neel learned of the island’s most terrible atrocity 
– an unmarked mass burial ground of an estimated 9,000 formerly enslaved Africans in Rupert’s Valley. It is one of the most significant traces of the transatlantic slave trade still 
on earth.  
Haunted by this historical injustice, Annina now fights alongside renowned African American preservationist Peggy King Jorde and a group of disenfranchised islanders – many of 
them descendants of the formerly enslaved – for the proper memorialisation of these forgotten victims. The resistance they face exposes disturbing truths about the UK’s 
colonial past and present. 
 

Swede Caroline       
Cast: Jo Hartley, Aisling Bea, Alice Lowe, Celyn Jones, Richard Lumsden, Ray Fearon, Fay 

Ripley 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Finn Bruce 
Status:  Completed 

TBelstone Pictures 
Finn Bruce +44 7908 062 989 

getintouch@belstonepictures.com 
  

Synopsis: The competitive giant vegetable growing world is rocked by scandal when up and coming prospect Caroline has her prized zucchini plants stolen. Desperate 
for answers, she turns to two private detectives she know who are then dramatically kidnapped. Are the events linked? No, of course not. But Caroline thinks they are and the 
hunt for her missing zucchinis takes her way beyond the allotments, plunging her into a national corruption scandal that goes all the way to the top!! 
 

T.I.M.       
Cast: Georgina Campbell, Eamon Farren, Mark Rowley, Amara Karan 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Spencer Brown 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill +44 20 7478 7612 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: 9 rue des États-Unis 

  

Synopsis: ABI, a robotics scientist, moves to the countryside with her husband, PAUL, to make a fresh start following his affair. She’s been hired by Integrate to put the 
finishing touches to a revolutionary new product, ‘T.I.M’; a humanoid A.I. that syncs with its owner’s devices to anticipate their every need. However, Abi’s dreams of a new life 
are derailed when her T.I.M. becomes obsessed with her, doing whatever is necessary to take Paul’s place. A stalker in her own home, T.I.M. uses its access to their data and 
company smart home to manipulate her and fake evidence of a fresh affair. 
What hope does trust have against an intelligence that can access your bank account, perfectly imitate your voice, and deep-fake incriminating footage? How can you escape 
something that can remotely lock your doors or take control of your driverless car as it speeds down the motorway? As T.I.M.’s obsession deepens, it’s not just their relationship 
that is in danger. It’s their lives. 
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TallyHo       
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Caroline Origer 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TKapers Animation 
Peter Rogers +44 7855 845 497 

info@kapersanimation.com 
  

Synopsis: A fun, emotionally engaging family adventure revealing the consequences of taking and making a family from someone else’s and expecting love, rather 
than earning it. 
 

Tell That To The Winter Sea       
Cast: Greta Bellamacina , Amber Anderson 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Jaclyn Bethany 
Status:  Post-Production 

TKaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper +44 20 3740 5711 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Grand - Cormoran 1, 3fl, Apt 3D 

  

Synopsis: Celebrating her upcoming marriage, Jo invites her childhood friend, Scarlett, on a girls’ trip to a country manor. But despite drifting apart as adults, 
unresolved feelings still linger between them whilst the rest of the group enjoys the weekend away.  With Jo about to embark on a new stage in her life, but struggling to let go 
of the past, she reflects back with Scarlett on the young girls they once were, and the women they are becoming. 
 

There's Always Hope       
Cast: Colm Meaney, Kate Ashfield, John Light, Hannah Chinn, Brenda Meaney 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Tim Lewiston 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494 

gary.phillips@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: Members' Club @ Long Beach 

  

Synopsis: Successful author, Jonathan Stack, has been so obsessed with trying to pen his hit novel, he's let his marriage to Samantha, also his agent and editor, 
breakdown to the point where she announces she's leaving him for her business partner Luke, a hapless control freak who’s loved Sam forever. Shocked, Jonathan abandons the 
elegant family home in leafy Stratford Upon Avon and drives his ancient Jaguar XK150 to the family villa in Portugal. Enter Hope, their young daughter, who can’t get any sense 
from her mother. Hope abandons her studies and pursues her father to find out what’s gone wrong. While in Portugal, she finds the truth is more complicated and in some ways 
unexpected and learns a life-lesson in the process. The truth is clear though, her parents still love each other and she’s determined to re-unite them. 
She enlists the help of both her half-sister Amelia, a human rights lawyer and their lovely Portuguese housekeeper, Gabriella. It takes a lot of guile, but they manage to rescue 
the marriage even though Luke turns up to try and stop it. 
 

There's No Such Thing As Zombies       
Cast: Eirian Cohen, Rudy Barrow, Rami Hilmi, Lynn Lowry, Debra Lamb 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Eddie Bammeke 
Status:  Completed 

TAdler & Associates Ent. 
Mark Belsaco +1 310 684 3545 

info@adlersproductions.com 
Market Office: Palais - 21.09 

  

Synopsis: In a world where the media's unsure how to report about the zombie outbreak without angering the sponsors, Carlotta invites her ex Paul into her house, 
ignoring the fact that he's actually a zombie - much to the dismay of her husband Colin, who had (unbeknown to her) killed Paul in the first place. 
 

Thirty Three       
Cast: Mark Strong, Paula Beer 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Niels Arden Oplev 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAnton Corp 
Louis Balsan +44 20 7016 3355 

info@antoncorp.com 
Market Office: 25 la Croisette 

  

Synopsis: Follows the real story of Josef Hartinger, who teams up with young lawyer Elisabeth Eichhorn, and medical examiner Mauritz Flamm to get answers during 
the investigation of the deaths of three men at a recently established prison. 
 

Three Day Millionaire       
Cast: Colm Meany, Jonas Armstrong, Robbie Gee, Melissa Batchelor 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Jack Spring 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Mode Ent. 
Charlotte Mott +1  847 848 1545 

assistant@filmmodeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Grand - 45 bd Croisette 

  

Synopsis: THREE DAY MILLIONAIRE is a rollicking crime heist comedy about a greedy investor who comes up with a nefarious plan to change a beloved town and a 
group of friends who take matters into their own hands planning a heist of a lifetime to save their city. 
 

The Three Michaels       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Tom Goudsmit 
Status:  Completed 

T7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service 
Maura Ford +44 20 7584 6402 

 
info@7and7.co.uk 

Market Office: Members' Club @ Long Beach 
  

Synopsis: Three Michael Jackson impersonators travel from San Francisco to Hollywood, hoping to become as successful as their idol. Quickly attracting attention, 
their hopes of achieving the American Dream seem tantalisingly close, as Malachi, Quintin and Chavail are accosted by paparazzi, hustle their way into agencies and meet 
Grammy-winning musicians. But before long, the harsh reality of making it in the unforgiving industry of their dreams dream of hits home; and when the King of Pop’s darker 
history is exposed in the film “Leaving Neverland”, the trio are faced with the toughest question of their lives: can the talent be separated from the man? 
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The Three Musketeers       
Cast: Jake Meniani, James Cosmo, Malachi Pullar-Latchman, Ben Freeman 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Bill Thomas 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Mode Ent. 
Charlotte Mott +1  847 848 1545 

assistant@filmmodeentertainment.com 
Market Office: Grand - 45 bd Croisette 

  

Synopsis: An action-packed tale of three loyal swordsmen who are joined by an eager recruit to protect the King of France. Together, the foursome battle enormous 
odds in their attempt to defeat an evil royal advisor and a seductive envoy plotting to overthrow France's crown. 
 

Trauma Therapy: Psychosis       
Cast: Hannah New, Tom Malloy, Courtney Warner, David Josh Lawrence, Megan 

Tremethick 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Lawrie Brewster 
Status:  Completed 

TGlass House Dist. 
Robert Deege +1 213 377 8800 

info@glasshousedistribution.com 
Market Office: Riviera  G6 

  

Synopsis: Self-help guru Tobin Vance has been exiled to the UK, avoiding arrest from his US operations. Now, he's secretly running more retreats, with the help of a 
new assistant Elizabeth, and his acolyte John. 
 

The Trouble With Jessica       
Cast: Rufus Sewell, Shirley Henderson, Alan Tudyk, Indira Varma, Olivia Williams 
Genre: Black comedy 
Director:  Matt Winn 
Status:  Completed 

TParkland Pictures 
Andrew Brown +44 20 3432 1696 

info@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: Riviera L14 

  

Synopsis: SARAH and TOM are in terrible financial trouble. On the brink of losing everything, they’ve managed to find a buyer for their stylish London home. When 
their best friends RICHARD and BETH come round for a final dinner, an uninvited old friend, JESSICA, tags along. After a seemingly trivial argument, Jessica hangs herself in the 
garden. Tom goes to call the police when Sarah realizes if the buyer finds out, the sale will collapse, meaning definite financial ruin. The only solution - to convince Richard and 
Beth to take Jessica’s body to her flat and make it look like she killed herself there. If they’re clever enough about it, what could possibly go wrong? 
 
 

Typist Artist Pirate King       
Cast: Kelly Macdonald, Monica Dolan, Gina McKee 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Carol Morley 
Status:  Completed 

TMetro Int'l Entertainment 
Michael Yates +44 20 7396 5301 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Grand, Eider Penthouse, 7 fl. 

  

Synopsis: From acclaimed British filmmaker, Carol Morley, “TYPIST ARTIST PIRATE KING” is a dark and funny road movie about the growing friendship between two 
women as they hit the road in an electric car looking for endings. 
 

Uncle       
Cast: Ṣọpẹ́ Dìrísù 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Joe Marcantonio 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache +44 20 7494 8300 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent C, 1 fl 

  

Synopsis: After the brutal murder of their family, barely teenage Millie and her Uncle John (Dìrísù) embark on a brutal mission of revenge and retribution. But as they 
get closer to the people responsible, Millie must decide if she is ready to follow the bloody path of vengeance... and its violent, premature journey into adulthood. 
 

The Undertaker       
Cast: Paul McGann, Tara Fitzgerald, Murray Melvin, Lily Frazer, Nicholas Rowe 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Michael Wright 
Status:  Completed 

TSandhurst Films 
Roger Barclay 

Info@sandhurstfilms.co.uk 
  

Synopsis: In a small town in Northern England sometime in the 1960’s, an undertaker is caught in a life and death moral dilemma, as he is coerced into disposing of 
the victims of a local gangster’s murderous power grab.  
 
 

Unify       
Cast: Olga Kurylenko 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Jonathan Hopkins 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMyriad Pictures 
Jaewoo Kim +1 424 372 3800 

info@myriadpictures.com 
Market Office: 25 bd Croisette, 3 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Anastasiya (Olga Kurylenko), a refugee mother from New York searching for her lost son, must face an unexpected threat with the help of EVE, a woman 
caught between humanity and the grip of the relentless virus that is programmed to eradicate individual identity and fuse mankind into a single consciousness.  
Recognizing that her liberator holds the key to defeating their technological enemy, Anastasiya vows to escort her to the safety of the refugee camp. Following them, are 
infected, technologically enhanced humans determined to block humanity's escape from A.I. control. When the coordinates to the hidden refugee camp fall into Anastasiya’s 
possession, she becomes a primary target for assimilation, or annihilation. Battling her way through a wild, unfamiliar landscape of a pristine Scottish wilderness, Anastasiya is 
rescued by a woman with the unique ability to remove the virus with her nano-enhanced brain and upgraded body. When they finally make it to the refugee camp, Anastasiya is 
forced to choose between her son’s life or saving humanity. 
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Untitled Judo       
Cast: Arienne Mandi, Zar Amzir Ebrahimi 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Guy Nattiv 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache +44 20 7494 8300 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Gray D'Albion - Ent C, 1 fl 

  

Synopsis: Iranian female judoka Leila and her coach Maryam, who travel to the Judo World Championship, intent on bringing home Iran's first gold medal. Midway 
through the competition, they receive an ultimatum from the Islamic Republic ordering Leila to fake an injury and lose. With her own and her family's freedom at stake, Leila is 
faced with an impossible choice: feign injury and comply with the Iranian regime as Maryam implores her to do, or defy them both and fight on, for the gold. 
 

Untitled Mike Leigh 2023       
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Mike Leigh 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TCornerstone Films 
Joanne Michael +44 20 3457 7257 

jm@cornerstonefilm.com 
Market Office: 54-55 bd Croisette 

  

Synopsis:  
 

Us Or Them       
Cast: Malin Akerman, Jack Donnelly, Celine Arden 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Tom Paton 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media Int'l 
Philippe Martinez +1 727 232 9595 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Grand - Dauphin 2 fl, Apt E 

  

Synopsis: After Jude wins a luxury holiday on a mobile game app, he takes his friends and family with him including childhood BFF Andy. The two are invited to meet 
with a mysterious woman called The Officiator, who offers them the chance to win $20 Million if they agree to play a simple game. Eager to get his hands on the money, Jude 
convinces Andy to play but inadvertently signs the duo up for a deadly game called “Us or Them” where failure to agree on decisions will have dire consequences to not just Jude 
and Andy, but the family they have brought along with them on the trip. 
 

The Vicar's Wife       
Cast: Jonathan Rhys Meyers, Billy Boyd, Graham Mctavish, Veronica Cartwright, 

Christopher Lambert, Michael Maloney 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  David Barrett 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TIuvit Media Sales 
Maximiliano Czertok +39 331 703 2077 

www.iuvitmediasales.com 
Market Office: Palais - 19.16 

  

Synopsis: In a small parish village in England, a handsome yet socially challenged Anglican Vicar starts getting hit on by a young woman who believes he's the love of 
her life. All the while, a killer is afoot, and is killing vicars' wives 
 

War Blade       
Cast: Joseph Millson, Paul Marlon, Michael McKell, Rebecca Scott 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Nicholas Winter 
Status:  Production 

T101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan Burke +353 87 251 7136 

sales@101-films.com 
Market Office: Riviera L10 

  

Synopsis: A WW2 adventure film from the multi-award-winning director, Nicholas Winter. Banks, an agent of the British SOE, is tasked with rescuing a French 
resistance fighter from a hidden Nazi bunker. With the help of a German Nurse and a ragtag group of allies, Banks must journey to the belly of the beast. With his commanders 
already suspecting the bunker holds much more than prisoners, and a group full of fragile personalities to deal with, Banks faces dangers from all fronts. Always outnumbered 
and outgunned, Banks and his group must use their guile to outwit the enemy and survive the deadly mission. 
 

Warchief       
Cast: Stuart Brennan, Michael Lambourne, Andrea Vasiliou, Suzanne Packer, Steven 

Elliot 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Stuart Brennan 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Dist. 
Daniel Cooper +44 20 3740 5711 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Grand - Cormoran 1, 3fl, Apt 3D 

  

Synopsis: A band of guardians are tasked with protecting a messenger who must urgently deliver vital information to their king. On their deadly quest across an 
ancient land, they face incredible danger as they battle against plague-ridden outcasts, dark magic, and vile monsters. Tensions soon arise amongst the guardians, who grow 
suspicious about the secrets that the messenger holds. All the while, they are hunted relentlessly by a savage army of orcs, led by their deadliest foe yet, the bloodthirsty 
'Warchief', who mercilessly carves down any who stand in his way. 
 

We Live In Time       
Cast: Florence  Pugh , Andrew  Garfield 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  John  Crowley 
Status:  Production 

TStudiocanal 
Pascale Hornus +33 1 71 35 35 35 
pascale.hornus@studiocanal.com 

  

Synopsis: Almut, a witty, unstoppable chef and Tobias, a recent divorcee seeking his way in the world, are brought together in a surprise encounter that changes their 
lives. Through snapshots of their life together – falling for each other, building a home, becoming a family – a difficult truth is revealed that rocks its foundation. As they embark 
on a path challenged by the limits of time, they learn to cherish each moment of the unconventional route their love story has taken. 
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A Week In Paradise       
Cast: Malin Ackerman, Connie Nielsen, Philip Winchester, Jack Donnelly 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Philippe Martinez 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media Int'l 
Philippe Martinez +1 727 232 9595 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Grand - Dauphin 2 fl, Apt E 

  

Synopsis: A Week in Paradise tells the tale of Maggie (Åkerman), a film star whose world collapses when her film director husband (Donnelly) is outed by the paparazzi 
when it’s discovered his new leading lady is pregnant with his baby. Seeking solace and healing Maggie escapes to her ex-pat cousin’s (Nielson) beautiful hotel in Nevis. After a 
week in paradise she finds herself and a new love (Winchester). Then the outside world comes crashing back in. 
 

When The Air Stands Still       
Cast: Scott Adkins 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Tom Paton 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Film Sales 
Yi Hu +44 20 7186 6300 

yi@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Palais D’Orsay, 7 fl. 

  

Synopsis: Set on a post-apocalyptic Earth in the near future as the world’s plant life became infected with a deadly strain of spores, the atmosphere turned toxic for 
those unfortunate enough to have survived 
 

Wicked Little Letters       
Cast: Olivia Colman, Jessie Buckley, Timothy Spall 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Thea Sharrock 
Status:  Post-Production 

TStudiocanal 
Pascale Hornus +33 1 71 35 35 35 
pascale.hornus@studiocanal.com 

  

Synopsis: Fiery Rose Gooding (Jessie Buckley) has little in common with the pious Edith Swan (Olivia Colman) aside from them being neighbours in the seaside town of 
Littlehampton in the 1920's. But one day, Edith and others in the town start receiving scandalous letters written with foul language as eccentric as it is obscene, and the finger of 
suspicion immediately falls on Rose. As Rose stands to lose her freedom and the custody of her daughter, and outrageous letters continue to blight the town, police officer 
Gladys Moss begins to suspect something is amiss. Together with a group of resourceful women, Gladys endeavours to solve the mystery, liberate Rose, and catch the real 
culprit… 
 

Winnie-The-Pooh 2: Blood And Honey       
Genre: Fantasy 
Director:  Rhys Frake-Waterfield 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TPremiere Entertainment Group 
Gabriela Axume +1 213 534 3139 

gabriela@premiereent.com 
Market Office: Riviera  J3 

  

Synopsis: Winnie-the-Pooh and Piglet return in the sequel to the successful theatrical cult favorite. 
 

Woken       
Cast: Maxine Peake, Erin Kellyman, Ivanno Jeremiah , Corrado Ivernizzi , Peter 

McDonald 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Alan Friel 
Status:  Post-Production 

TBankside Films 
Mayara Del Bem +44 7898 684 850 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Grand - Ibis, 5 fl. 

  

Synopsis: A woman who wakes up from an accident with no memory of who she is, and the realisation that the human race is close to extinction. 
 

York Witches Society       
Cast: Georgia Lock, Sydney Craven, Rose Quentin 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Liza Bolton 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media Int'l 
Philippe Martinez +1 727 232 9595 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Grand - Dauphin 2 fl, Apt E 

  

Synopsis: Amber Gray, a descendant of the last witch of England, heads to university for her first year of study. She unknowingly carries with her the power of her 
ancestors. As her magical abilities slowly emerge she is caught up in the pomp and circumstance of the school’s elite group, The York Witches’ Society. While being initiated into 
the “coven” of students, Amber and her new friends unwittingly awaken an ancient evil that is hellbent on destroying the Gray bloodline. The mysterious villain begins its witch 
hunt and the young women soon realize they may not make it through another night. 
 

Zone Of Interest       
Cast: Sandra Hüller, Christian Friedel 
Genre: Historical 
Director:  Jonathan Glazer 
Status:  Completed 

TA24 Films 
Anna Chettle +1 646 568 6015 

info@a24films.com 
  

Synopsis: The commandant of Auschwitz, Rudolf Höss, and his wife Hedwig, strive to build a dream life for their family in a house and garden next to the camp 
 

Prepared by 

 
Although great efforts have been made to present correct and up-to-date details, no warranty is made regarding the accuracy or completeness 

of the information in this listing. 
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